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DABS MODULATION AND CODING DESIGN (A SUMMARY)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

The reDort of the Department of Transportation Air Traffic Control
Advisory Comhittee (ATCA6) of 1969 [Ref. 1] recOmmend’d an u~aradine
of the Air

1.

2.

Traffic Coritrol Radar Beaco-n System (AT CRBS) to pro~i~e: -

Increased traffic handling capacity for the dense regions of air -
space hy addition of a “discrete addr~ss” mOde.

Use of the discrete address mode to protide two-way ATC data
link capability to reduce the controller communication workload
and provide for the efficient automation of control functions such
as Intermittent Positive Control (IPC).

The ATCAC recommended a system design that allowed an evolutionary im-
plementation in which transponders and ground sensors could be replaced on
a one -for-one basis over an extended period of time, implying that the new
transponders and sensors would have to be able to work with the old ATCRBS
as well as new DABS sensors and transponders.

The DABS development program [Ref. 2] is the direct result Of the
ATCAC recommendations. One of the major itiluences in the design of
DABS was the necessity for low-cost transponders, especially for the
general aviation class aircraft, to assure an acceptable cost to the users.
The requirement to allow one-for -one replacement of transponders, to-
gether with the transponder cost constraints, forced the combining of
ATCRBS and DABS circuit functions to the maimm possible extent. Since
the data processing of DABS associated with address checking and message
handling has no counterpart in ATCRBS, the only possibility for combining
ATCRBS and DABS functions in dual purpose circuits is in the RF and IF
functions. Thus, from the outset of the DABS development program, the
prime candidates for the DABS interrogation and reply li~s, from a cost
vie~oint, were the frequency channels used by the ATCRBS. A major part
of the DABS liuk design effort was therefore spent investigating electro -
magnetic compatibility (EMC) is sues, i. e. , the effect of DABS transmis -
sions on the ATCRBS (and TACAN channels near these frequencies), and the
DABS link performance in the presence of the radio frequency interference
(RFI) generated by ATCRBS.

1.2 DABS Performance Goals

The specific DABS performance requirements, which were necessary
to carry out the detailed system design, evolved over a period of time after
the ATCAC report. They may be summarized as follows:

1
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1. 2.1 Surveillance

Much emphasis was placed on improved surveillance reliability
(increased probability of target location per scan), although increased sur-
veillance accuracy was also sought for automated cotiict detection and
resolution. The performance goals were:

. Data update interval -4 secOnds

. Probability of target location and identification on a single
scan -O. 99

. Azimuth accuracy -0.1° (rms)

. Range accuracy _ 100 ft (rms)

1. 2.2 Communication

The critical communication function identified was that of transmit-
ting ATC command messages from the ground seneor to aircraft on collision
or cofiicting paths. All other messages considered for DABS were lower
in priority and in performance requirements. IPC or ATC command mes-
sage requirements were:

IPC/ATC command message length _ 50 bits

Delivery requirement -0.99 probability of delivery of the correct
mea sage within one s can (data update interval)

Acceptance of erroneous mea sages with probability leas than
. IO-7

1. 2.3 System Capacity

The ground surveillance system based on DABS was envisioned as
incorporating a fail-soft capability by providing for multiple s ens or cove r-
age of aircraft whenever possible. Automatic system monitoring would be
used, and network recotiiguration would automatically be done if elements
of the system failed. These features, together with aircraft traffic projec-
tions into the 199os, resulted in the requirement that an individual sens Or
must be capable of handling at least 2000 DABS aircraft.

1.3 Summary

This report presents the rationale for selecting the DABS signaling
waveforms and error control techniques. Cost and equipment compatibility
constraints placed a high premium on the use of ATCRBS frequencies of
1030 and 1090 MHz for the interrogation and reply channels, respectively.

.
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The position taken during the link design effort wae that DABS’ use of thee e
frequencies would be pursued until and unless they appeared infeasible from
the viewpoint of DABS li~ performance or from EMC considerations.

The DABS Ii* design philosophy was a conservative one that
favored m=imizing performance margins at a ftied level of transponder
cost in order to allow a safety factor for such basic uncertainties as

1. Increase in the number of aircraft,

2. RFI environment projections (for ATCRBS and TACAN),

3. Increase in the variety of functions and applications that
DABS may be required to support.

The remainder of this report covers the upliuk and do-li~ designs
and presents estimates of DABS link performance in projected channel
environments. The detailed DABS signal formats, including waveforms
and tolerances, are specified in Ref. 3, and an overall description of the
DABS system is given in Ref. 4.



2.0 UPLINK DESIGN

2.1 Design Options
.

The two basic functions of the DABS upli~ are

1. Interrogating individual DABS transponders to obtain
surveillance data,

2. Delivering critical IPC and ATC commands (messages) to
aircraft.

The most advantageous choice for the DABS upliuk operating frequency is
that of the ATCRBS (1030 MHz) from the viewpoint of transponder cost.
Thus, the initial upli& design effort was directed toward the selection of
signaling waveforms (including data modulation system” and DABS interro-
gation modes), and a message/validation/error control system for 1030
MHz so that DABS li~ performance achievable on this channel could be
assessed. The three major considerations in making design choices were:

1. Transponder cost impact, especially the general aviation class,

2. EMC with ATCRBS and TACAN,

3. Li& performance.

The stringent transponder cost constraints reduced the data modu-
lation options to the types consistent with very simple and inexpensive
demodulator implementation. Thus, only binary modulation types using
simple waveforms were studied , i. e. , pulse amplitude modulation (PAM),
on-off keying only, frequency shift keying (FSK ), and phase shift keying
(PSK).

The upli+ data rate was loosely constrained by the window at 1030
MHz to less than 10 MHz. Very high data rates would be more costly to
implement than low data rates, but the longer duration transmissions re-
sulting from low rates would be more vulnerable to garbling and would
affect the ATCRBS transponders more. In studying the respOnse Of a
variety of ATCRBS transponders to the binary modulation formats listed
above, it was deemed necessary to constrain the DABS uplifi data block to
lie within the ATCRBS suppression interval, which is specified as
35 + 10 ~sec [Ref. 5]. Thus, the transmission of approximately 100 bits in
the DABS upliuk message (24-bit address, 50-bit message, and 25-bit con-
trol), within a single ATCRBS suppression interval of 25 ksec, implied a
one -shot data rate of approximately 4 MHz, which was not very different
from the AT CRBS transponder bandwidth and would fit well within the chan-
nel window. Lower data rates, together with the constraint of having to

.

transmit data only within ATCRBS suppression intervals, would necessitate
two separate transmissions to deliver a 100 -bit data block, each one con-
strained to 25 #see and separated by enough time to allow all ATCRBS

.
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I . transponders to recover from suppression to enable them to be resup-
pressed by the second transmission. Thus, a 2-MHz data rate would
deliver a 100-bit uplink data block in two segments, each25 Wsec long and
~eparatedby at least45 psec. Thus, approximately 100 ~sec would be
needed to deliver a 100-bit data block with a modulation rate constrained tO
2 MHz. The slight relaxation in timing problems ingoing from a4-MHzto
a 2-MHz data rate was judged too’stiall a gain to increase the channel
occupancy by a factor of four and to complicate the logic of handling mes -
sages by requiring multiple segments. The single transmission of 100 bits
in approximately 25 @see was selected for the DABS uplink.

DABS surveillance required transmitting, at most, only 50 bits
(24 address and approximately the same 25 bits for control),. and could
thus be accomplished with even lower channel occupancy than would be
required by mes sages, but a very slight cost penalty would be incurred in
requiring the DABS transponder to procese two different DABS interrogation
lengths. The difference in vulnerability to R FI of the two lengths is ins ig -
nificant in a practical sense. However, two DABS interrogation lengths
were adopted mainly to clearly distinguish interrogations from mes sages,
thus lowering the probability of misinterpreting interrogations with er rors
as command messages.

The very stringent mes sage validation performance goal left few
realistic options other than parity check coding. Error correction was
never seriously considered for the DABS uplink because of circuit complex-
ity, although error detection schemes can generally be implemented at very
low cost. The more serious .cost of coding for message validation was con-
sidered to be the redundant bits, because of the tight time constraints on
the uplink data block length.

In summary, the DABS uplink design options were constrained by
cost, EMC, and performance conside ration to the following scheme. DABS
uplink messages (approximately, 100 bits total transmission) would have to
be transmitted in approximately 25 v see, using a simPle binary mOdulatiOn
scheme with a data rate of approximately 4 MHz. Parity check coding fOr
simple error detection would b: investigated to devise a plan that would
allow simple decoder cirguitry and require low message redundancy.
DABS surveillance interrogations would be transmitted in shorter transmis -
sions that would also use the parity check coding for error detection.

Including parity check coding for error detection on both surveil-
lance and communication modes implies that DABS transponders will sel-
dom respond to garbled interrogations or messages. The absence of a
reply will therefore indicate to the ground sensor the need to retransmit.
DABS uplink reliability in heavy RFI conditions will be entirely dependent on
the immunity to the RFI provided by the data modulation. An efficient up-
link design (one which maximizes reliability for a given cost) will result in
minimum effect on the ATCRBS and TACAN operation and will also simplify
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the DABS sensor operation. Thus the key design choice in the DABS uplink
is selection of a data modulation system that provides for the most efficient
design in the RFI conditions.

2. 1.1 Upli* Design Philosophy

It is impossible to precisely predict the RFI environment (on 1030
MHz ) far into the future. Yet it would be highly undesirable to have DABS
performance degrade seriously in heavy traffic enviro-ents, which are
also likely to correspond with heavy RFI environments. The uncertainty i$
RFI environments, increase in aircraft traffic, and message traffic loads ,
which DABS will experience over its operational lifetime, places a priority
on achieving an efficient li~ design in realistic channel envirouents
which include fading, RFI, and multipath. Furthermore, an efficient DABS
link design (i. e. , one that minimizes DABS channel utilization) is desirable
to minimize or at least limit DABS interference to ATCRBS and TACAN.
Thus the DABS li~ design was not accomplished simply to achieve some
adequate level of performance in specifically stated RFI and traffic environ-
m ents. A more conservative approach was taken in which the maximum
DABS li~ performance during a variety of channel conditions was sought
for a fixed transponder cost level.

There is another critical point that affects upli~ design philosophy:
once the DABS transponder specification is issued in the form of a National
Standard, the upli~ performance is essentially fixed for the life of the
system while it will be possible to upgrade the performance of the downliuk
(at least up to certain fundamental limits) by replacement of the reply pro-
cessors of the ground sensors. Therefore, it is highly desirable to incor-
porate the maximm uplifi performance margin in the design consistent
with a fixed transponder cost so as to as sure as far as possible that such
later system upgradings will not be seriously limited by the fixed upli~
performance.

2.2 Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Issues

The EMC issues of greatest concern to DABS are the effects of
DABS transmissions on th,e operation of the ATCRBS and TACAN systems.
The investigations into these issues were conducted at two levels: the first
being concerned with the detailed responses of ATCRBS transponders and
TACAN equipment to DABS transmissions, and the second being tbe charac-
terization and assessment of the degradation of the overall (ATCRBS and
TACAN) system performance resulting from DABS transmissions in terms
of the DABS traffic load and link efficiency (i. e. , DABS channel utilization).

‘zPerhaps caused by as yet unforeseen applications of DABS.

.

.
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2. 2.1 ATCRBS EMC Considerations

The ATCRBS specification [Ref. 5] designates the required tran-
sponder responses to the standard interrogation modes of the system and to
short pulses and CW inputs. It does not, however, specify transponder
characteristics in sufficient detail to reliably predict the effect that DABS
interrogations on 1030 MHz would have on ATCRBS transponders. There-
fore, an experimental program, using a series of bench tests, [Ref. 6] was
carried out to determine these effecte on a variety of ATCRBS transponders,
which included one military unit, two different air carrier designs, and
nineteen different general aviation transponder designs. A later experi-
mental series [Ref. 7] progressed to field tests on transponders installed, in
general aviation aircraft to verify the results of the bench test program.
The important results of these investigations are briefly summarized here.

The single most importarit result of testing ATCRBS transponders is
that virtually any form of data modulation, if sustained long enough, was
found to trigger these transponders. Triggering of replies has the effect of
inhibiting the transponder from replying to legitimate interrogations for the
duration of its recovery or dead time (about 25 to 120 #see), and also con-
tributes fruit to the reply channel. The forms of binary modulation used in
bench testing ATCRBS transponders included:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

PAM-RZ (carrier returns to zero between pulse positions)

PAM-NRZ (nonreturn to zero between pulse positions)

PSK -CE (constant envelope)

%lsed PSK (carrier returns to zero between phase coded pulses)

FSK,

ATCRBS reply triggering was observed even for specially constructed
pulsed PSK formats with 1- and 2.psec pulse spacing, which was intended

to continuously suppress ATCRBS transponders before they would be trig -
gered. (Upon recovery from an initial suppression by such a pulse train,
it appears that the recovery of the transponder suppression circuitry is
delayed relative to the triggering circuitry, and transponders thus tend to
be triggered rather than suppressed a second time. )

This triggering phenomenon was exhibited consistently enough by a
sufficient number of different transponder designs that the possibility of an
IIinvisible II DABS interrogation waveform (one that neither triggered nOr

suppressed ATCRBS transponders) was firmly ruled out. The next most
appealing approach was the adoption of a preamble for the DABS interroga-
tions, which intentionally suppresses ATCRBS transponders, providing an
interval of time (the transponder suppression interval) in which the DABS
data could be transmitted without further effect on the ATCRBS transponders.

7



The ATCRBS suppression interval is specified as 35 + <0 Msec. In
order to avoid triggering a Mode-2 reply in any military transponder meet-
ing this specification, the DABS data block following the preamble suppres -
sion pair would have to be no more than approximately 29 # sec (25 psec for
the minimum suppression interval plus 5 vsec could trigger Mode 2). Civil
transponders, which respond to only Modes 3/A and C, would constrain the
DABS data block to approximately 32 ~sec. The limit for the duration of the
DABS data block following a suppression pulse pair was measured for a
variety of .4 TCRBS transponders; Fig. 2-1 illustrates some of these mea-
surements. Although the data in Fig. 2-1 was acquired using a 4-MHz
PAM-NRZ data modulation, the results are essentially the same for PSK or
FSK. The measurements indicate that the DABS data block is constrained
to a length of approximately 30 v see, (or the overall interrogation is con-
strained to approximately 33 #see).

U several successive DABS transmissions were to be used to
deliver one uplink message, the interval between DABS transmissions must
be long enough to assure resuppression of ATCRBS transponders, with the
longest allowable suppression interval of 45 PSe C. Thus, if mOre than One
transmission of approximately 30 ~sec is needed for upliuk messages, then
the channel occupancy of DABS increases sharply for each message.

A simpler message transmission plan (in a link protocol sense)
would be to use a sufficiently high upli~ data rate to include a complete
message (including address and control bits) within a 30-Lsec interval. The
main effect that DABS upli& transmissions would have on ATCRBS would be
to keep transponders suppressed a fraction of the time. The worst effect
would be that those AT CRBS’transponders at very close range to a DABS
sensor (which could receive transmissions in the side and backlobes of the
sensor antenna) may be suppressed by nearly all DABS transmissions. The
fraction of time that an ATCRBS transponder would be suppressed by a
single sensor in this worst case in indicated in Figs. 2-2a, and -2b as a
function of the number of DABS transmissions per second and as a function
of the total aircraft load handled by the sensor. For highly reliable DABS
li~ operation, even” a traffic load of 2000 aircraft for a single sensor does
not keep an ATCRBS transponder suppressed more than a few percent of the
time. of course, the total effect of many DABS sensors must be con-
sidered by the system de figner, but it is viewed as unlikely that DABS
sensors would have to be deployed s o closely spaced that an aircraft could
be simultaneously within range of the side and backlobes of many sensors.
It is clear that efficient DABS link operation requiring few repeated uplink
transmissions and low sensor ERP tend to reduce the total ATCRBS tran-
sponder suppression effect by a network of DABS sensors.

.
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DABS MESSAGE WAVEFORM: 2 Mblsec NRZ-PAM

INTERROGATION LEVEL: -50dBm
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Fig. 2-1. Measured ATCRBS transponder triggering rates vs interrogation
length (following a pulse-pair suppressing preamble).



ATC-52 (2a)

DABS transmissions per second

Fig. 2-2(a). ATCRBS transponder suppression in side and back lobes of DABS
sensor.
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Fig. 2-2(b). ATCRBS transponder suppression as a function of DABS sensOT
traffic loading and reliability.
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2. 2.2 TACAN EMC Consideration

Acting in direct support of the DABS program, ECAC* has investi-
gated the effects of DABS in TACAN/DME. The investigations have been
primarily analytical in conjunction with laboratory measurements accom -

The following material is based on an ECAC report
~~~p!]a~i;~?$;rim results.

A. Major Effects of DABS Uplink Transmissions

The major effects of DABS uplink transmissions on TACAN/DME
(ground based) beacons are:

Loading (replies to decodes produced by DABS signals)

Deadtime moth the deadtime associated with replies and
deadtime caused by dynamic desensitization)

The major effect on TACAN/DME (airborne) interrogators is:

AGC capture (according to an effective average inter-
ference power)

Because of the durations and signal structures of DABS uplink trans -
missions, it is possible that decodes and resulting’ replies will~be produced
in TACAN/DME beacons. Similar decodes may also be produced by DABS
signals in TACAN/DME interrogators, although thes e are of little cons e -
quence relative to the AGC capture phenomenon. Beacon decOdes are PrO-
duced only when a DABS sigrial is received at sufficient power after the
effects of path loss, antenna gains, and frequency filtering. Consequently,
tbe re suiting occurrence rates depend on location of the equipment and
channel number as well as on transmitter power levels, antenna patterns,
and DABS interrogation rates.

Laboratory measurements have demonstrated that the dominant
interference effect of DABS uplink signals acting on TACAN/DME interro-
gators is AGC capture. The occurrence. of this condition may be determined
by calculating an ,[effective average interference power, “ (EAIP). Tbe
EAIP is calculated as th..s~eceived average power level, adjusted for off-
frequency rejection (OFR) and then adjusted for receiver saturation. M the
EAIP exceeds an empirically determined m-imum tolerable level, Max
(EAIP), which depends on the power level of the TACAN/DME signal being
interfered tith, then a degradation condition exists. The manner of degra-
dation that occurs just beyond Max (EAIP) is the inability to acquire azimuth
lock. Other degradations such as azimuth breaklock, inability to ac,quire
range lock, and range breaklock all occur at higher levels of interference.

ZX
Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Center, Annapolis, Md.



B. Degradation Criteria

For TACAN/DME interrogators, the degradation criterion used is
simPly that EAIP < Max (EAIP). Lesser amounts of average interference
power have no dis ce rnable effect on interrogator performance.

For TACAN/DME beacons, it has been difficult up to the present
time to select a single specified level of loading and deadtime for use as a
degradation criterion. Consequently, re suits generated by ECAC give load-
ing and deadtime parametrically. ECAC is conducting a parallel effmt:to
investigate the effects of deadtime and loading on the ove rail TACAN/DME
functioning. The objective is to determine whether or not given levels of
loading deadtime produce a noticeable effect on ove rail performance. Re -
suits available at this time suggest that if deadtime and loading are both
app-imaaly 5 ~., very litile M any noticeable effe Ct would re SU~?; b Y its
nature, the TACAN/DME system is very tolerant to interference.

c. Estimated Levels of Interference

Based on reasonable assignments of transmitter powers, antenna
patterns, DABS interrogation rates, etc. , ECAC has calculated beacon
loading and deadtime as functions of range and frequency offset. The cal-
cuktions include pme r programming and include a retire of long and
short DABS interrogations. Typical results are shOwn in Fig. 2-3. Evi-
dently the interference effects are quite small, such that in this case, in-
band operations are also possible without exce.e’ding tie 5 % loading -deadtime
criterion mentioned above. Furthermore there is a hrge @FR improvement
for out - of-band channe 1S.

Simihrly, ECAC has calculated interference conditions received at
an airborne TACAN/DME interrogator. Typical results are given in Fig.
2-4. The data in the fi~re indicate interference conditions that are-much
less than the tolerable level, even for the smallest existing frequency off-
set (in this case 6!MHz). Whereas Fig. 2-4 pertains to an X-mode inter-
rogator, ECAC has. determined that the effects on a Y-mode interrogator
are completely negli @ble.

2.3 Modulation Characteristics

Transponder cost constraints and EMC considerations lead one to
use simple bimry modulation s qhemes for transmitting DABS uplink mes -
sages at a data rate of appr~imately 4 MHz. Emphasis kust be placed not
only on simple demodubtor” circuitry to keep transponder r cost down, but
tie selected system must also be sufficiently insensitive to synchronization
errors to allow the use of simple synchronization circuitry as welL. This
section discusses the relevant performance measures of several binary mod-
ulation candidates for the DABS uplink.

12
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Fig. 2-3. Effects of DABS uplink On TACAN/DME beacOns.
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Fig. 2-4. DABS uplink effects on a TACAN interrogator.
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The channel environment at 1030 MHz will include the following effects:

1. Fading caused by antenna shielding and lobing

2. Rlsed RFI from ATCRBS interrogation

3. Multipath garble, (the degree of severity of which is unknown and
is determined by DABS sensor antenna design and siting).

Furthermore, EMC conside rations dictate the use of minimum sensor
effective radiated power (ERP) to minimize ATCRBS side - and backlobe sup-
pression range. Thus, the relevant performance measures for a first com-
parison of modulation schemes are error rates (probability of bit decision

y;;gr;~tibkii~~~~
nction of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and signal-to-
.

Since the ATCRBS interrogation mode decoding generally used a PAM-
type demodulator, and the military Mode 4 interrogation is a discretely
addressed interrogation using a PAM-RZ format, the initial bias for the
DABS uplink modulation was in the direction of a PAM system. For DABS,
PAM -NRZ was more advantageously suited to the 4-MHz data rate because it
allowed smaller bandwidth occupancy than an RZ format would allow at the
same data rate. Thus, the PAM system considered for the DABS uplink
would transmit a particular information bit by the presence or absence of an
RF pulse in a particular interval. In an NRZ format, successive bit inter-
vals follow one another without spaces between them. The PAM demodulator
would process the pulse incoherently (do envelope detection), sample the
envelope video at a point within the bit interval, and compare the sample
video amplitude with a threshold to decide whether or not a pulse was pre -
sent (i. e. , whether or not to decide the information bit was a one or a zero).
Good performance in the presence of RFI requires that the decision threshold
be a function of the received signal level. The PAM demodulator itself can
be quite simply implemented, but both the bit synchronization (the sample
times) and the decision threshold setting must be provided by other circuitry.
Moreover, in a system such as DABS, in which the path 10SS varies over a
wide range because of the target range from the sensor, the PAM processing
circuitry must preserve the envelope fidelity over a wide dynamic range, or
energy from adjacent pulses will make it difficult to recognize the absence of
pulses (this effect is called inters ymbol interference). Because of the 4-MHz
data rate required by the DABS uplink, a simple modification to existing
ATCRBS or Mode 4 decoders would not be possible. Therefore, PAM had to
be considered on its own merits just as any other system that would require
a new synch/demodulator system in the transponder.

In FSK, one of Wo discrete RF pulse frequencies is used to transmit

a particular infOrmatiOn bit. A simple demOdulatOr wOuld cOmpare the Outputs
of NO filters tuned to the frequencies to make its bit decisions. Thus, there
is no threshold setting in accordance with received signal level, which is a
simplification. The use of simple filters in the demodulator is facilitated b y

15



increasing the frequency separation of the pulse, but this happens at a cost
of increased bandwidth occupancy, which might affect EMC problem~.

In PSK modubtion, the RF phase of a pulse is” controlled relative to a
reference signal to transmit information. In a binary system, one of two RF
carrier phase angles 1.80° apart is transmitted to signify the value of a par-
ticular information bit. In cdkerent PSK, a carrier phase reference must be
established by the receiver. The time constraints of the DABS uplink and
the complexity associated with this reference signal ruled out coherent PSK.
However, the simpler differentially “phase shift keyed variant, termed DPSK,
uses the RF phase of the previous pulse as the reference in making bit de -
cisions, thus simplifying the phase reference problem somewhat. A D~K
demodulator thus compares the carrier phase of a pulse with that of the pre -
vious pulse and decides whether or not the pulse phase is clOser tO being in
phase or 180° out of phase with the reference pulse phase. TWO cOmmOn
types of DPSK demodulators are shOwn in Fig. 2-5. Neither Of these de-
modulator types requ,ires the setting of a decision threshold dependent on
received signal level. Moreover, a saturating limiter can generally be used
to restrict the dynamic range of a DPSK demodulator while not seriously
affecting performance in RFI.

Fi are 2-6 shows the probability 0! a bit decisiOn ?rrOr, ‘e/&it’ .as a
ffunction o SNR (given by the energy per blt E over the noise power enstty

No) for ideal processing of incoherent PAM and FSK, and DPSK [Ref. 9].
In this case ideal processing implies ideal matched filters in the demodula-
tors, perfect bit synchronization, and perfect setting of the decision thresh-
old in the PAM demodulator. FiWre 2-6 als O ipdicates sensitivity tO inter-
ference of the various modulation types for an ISR (denoted by pin the figure)
of 0.2. Fi~res 2-7a and 7b show Pe/bit as a function of ~R (interference-
to-signal ratio (ISR) = SIR-l) for SNR(S) Of 16 dB and 24.8 dB. Again ideal
demodulators were assumed. The se calculations show Mat DPSK attains a

i
given level of Pe bit in the interesting range Of 10-3 and 10-5 at significantly
lower SNR(S) an SIR(S) than the other two schemes.

FSK displays no performance advantage over the other candidates,
although it may aggravate some EMC” problems. Since it also promises no
significant cost advantage, if any at all, FSK was dropped from further con-
side ration.

In order to assess the difference between ideal and real demodulator
performance, PAM and DPSK demodulators were built arid te steal at Lincoln
Laboratory. The ideal matched filters were replaced in the Laboratory
demodulators by 5-section, 6-MHz bandwidth IF filters. Figures 2-8 and

2-9 show both calculated and measured values of Pe/bit as a functiOn Of SNR
and SIR for demodulators with 6-MHZ filters. These results are for perfect
bit synchronization and PAM thre shOld setiing. The sen~itivitY Of the Labor-
atory demodulators (with 6 -MHz filters) to bit synchromzation errors IS
illustrated in Fig. 2-10, which plots Pe/bit vs demodulator sample time for
a 4-MHZ data rate. Figure 2-10 indicates that the Performance Of bOth PAM

16,
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Fig. 2-5. (a) DPSK demodulator, type 1. (b) DPSK demodulator, type 2 (delay
-d multiply receiver). (c) DPSK demodulator filter impulse responses.
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and DPSK demodulators degrades the same amount with sample time offset
at a given level of performance (i. e. , the PAM and DPSK curves with rein+
ima in probability of error of approximately O. 3 x 10’2 track together fairly
closely, although the signal -to -noise ratios required to achieve these curves
reflect the 6 -dB advantage of D~K ).

The critical component in the simple delay -and -mtitiply DPSk
demoddator, is the delay line. The stabflity of tie delay line, with environ-
mental conditions, is directiy related to demoddator performance and cost.

Figure 2-11 illustrates the sensitivity of the delay -and -mdtiply DPSK
demoddator to delay line variations, which resu2t in phase reference errors
[Ref. 10]. The table in the figure illustrates the delay line tolerance that is
required to maintain satisfactory demodulator performance in the presence of
RFI. At an MR value of -6 dB, these data indicate that a delay error re -
sdting in less than 60° (of carrier reference phase sh~t) would be needed to
assure a Pe/bit of 10-3 or less at an SNR = 25 dB. For a 60-~z IF fre-
quency, this translates into a 1% tolerance on We delay l~e over all environ-
mental conditions.

2n summary, the study of simple moddation schemes for the DABS
uplink RFI environment restits in two candidates: PAM- NRZ and DPSK.
DPSK indicates a clear performance advantage over PAM in both SNR and S~
required to achieve a particdar error rate. Both schemes are ,basically
equally insensitive’ to synchronization errors. The PAM system requires
setttig the decision threshold in accordance with the received signal level in
order to achieve its calcdated performance fi RFL DPSK does nOt require
such threshold setting. DPSK is less sensitive than PAM to wide dynamic
range effects of the system. The cost of the DPSK demoddator is greafiy
affected by the cost of a stable delay line. Cost comparisons will be treated
in more detail in Section 2. 5. 1 of this report.

2.4 Message Validation

The critical nature of IPC and ATC command messages for collision
avoidance requires that messages containing errors be screened and rejected
with rest reliability. me performance goal of accepting no more than one

fin 10 messages containing errors under realistic channel conditions basically
seeks to reduce such events to very unusual and rare occurrences. Message
errors were anticipated from several different situations:

1. Low SNR (fading) conditions resdting in randomly distributed
errors throughout the message block

2. ATCRBS interrogations and TACAN transmissions garbling,
which would resdt in clusters or bursts of errors caused by
the individual pdses of these signals
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3. Multipath transmission garbling, resdting in rando~y

distributed errors throughout the interval in which the
direct path signal is garbled or overlapped by the
reflected path signals.

Two approaches to message validation tiat received serious consideration
were

1. -rity check codtig to detect mdtiple error bursts as well as
rando~y distributed errors

2. Message parroting (repeating the message to the ground where
it is checked for errors, followed by transmission of an ex-
ecution command when the correct message has been repeated
to the ground).

Of the two approaches, the first offers the potential of acceptance, validation,
and display of a message followtig a single error-free uplink transmission.
The parity check coding approach thus resdts in message delivery times
that are not dependent on the dowtifnk reliability, This approach also
requires fewer total transmissions to deliver a message, consequently
reducing interference to other systems. The message parroting approach
suffers from having to establish a more complicated link protocol to enable
the ground equipment to do the error checking while the aircraft withholds
action on the received message. This approach also requires increased
channel utilization and an urineces sary dependence on downlink reliability to
deliver critical uplink messages.

A third approach to message validation was very briefly considered,
namely, uniformly distributing the transponder address bits throughout the
message block. Thie was intended as protection against bursts of errors,
which would tend to garble at least one address bit, thus rendering the
message unacceptable to its designated” receiver. However, this approach
offers no special protection against the random pattern of errors caused by
low SNR conditions, therefore some form of parity checking would probably
be included for this case. Thus, this approach was excluded in favor of the
more systematic parity check coding approach to detect both error bursts
caused by RFI and noise-like error patterns.

The selected approach to uplink message validation was parity check
coding, which was capable of detecting mdtiple bursts of errors in a
message block, as well as the randomly distributed errors caused by noise
and multipath. The coding effort focused on simply implemented error
detection circuitry consistent with transponder cost constraints.



2.4. I Parity Check Coding

A parity check code, which is intended to protect a sequence of k
message bits, “encodes” a message by producing a sequence of n bits, where
n > k. The first k bits of the encoded sequence may be identical to the origi -
W1 message, in which caee the code is called a “systematic” code. The
remaining n-k bits, referred to as parity check bits, are redundant bite that
are derived from the first k bits by a specified algorithm. Mter transmit-
ting the encoded bits to a receiver, the received sequence of n bits ie pro-
cessed as follows. The first k received bits are used to generate n-k parity
check bits, which are compared to the n-k parity check bits received over
the channel. U these two parity check sequences agree bit by bit with each
other, the received sequence is self-consistent and is assumed correct. U
the two parity check sequences disagree, an error in transmission of at
least one of the n bits has been detected.

Out of a total of 2n distinct binary sequences of length n, there are
only ~k legitimate encoded sequences that are actually transmitted. Thus ~

it is possible for channel noise or ~~1 tO change O~eencoded sequence into
another sequence since there are 2 1 such remalnlng sequences that are
legitimate. Such a transformation of one encoded sequence into another
sequence would result, in accepting the received sequence as a correct mes-
sage, although it was not the message that was transmitted. Thue the
accepted message would be erroneous, and the acceptance of such erroneous
messages is precisely the type of situation the parity check code must be
designed to control.

The parity check code design problem may thus be stated as follows.
Study encoding algorithms that will reduce the probability that channel error
sources will transform one encoded sequence into another to a suitably low
value, and select the code (encoding algorithm) that accomplishes this objet -
tive with a minim~ number of redundant bits (n-k).

2. 4.2 Address -Parity Overlay

Since the DABS uplink transmissions were greatly time -constrained,
the amount of redundance required was of primary concern. This motivated
the acceptance of a technique proposed by British workers and used in the
ADSEL system [Ref. 11], which is a British develOped ATC discrete address
beacon system. With parity check coding, a DABS transponder (or any dis -
cretely addressable receiver) muet check the parity sequence as well as the
address bits received before accepting any message. Since parity checking
and address checking are very similar operations (determining if a sequence
of bits agrees entirely with some prescribed reference sequence), the parity
and address fields of an encoded message may be combined to save trans-
mitting redundant bits. H the parity check sequence of an encoded mes sage
is combined with the transponder address by modulo two summation, the
transponder can remove the parity check bits by modulo two summation of
the parity check sequence derived from the received k message bits. U the
parity check bits calculated in the transponder agree exactly with the parity
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check bits that have been combined with the address, the result of summing
the two parity check sequences produces the transponder address unchanged.
Thus, if the received message is entirely correct, the transponder can
remove the parity check bits, and only the address bits need to be checked
to accept the message.

Ha received message contains errors, the parity check sequence
derived in the transponder will disagree (with high probability) with 4hat
combined with the address, and the result will be that the address field
checked by the transponder will contain the transponder address s-reed
modulo two with the difference between the proper parity check sequence
and that derived in the transponder from the incorrect message. Thus, the
transponder will not find its address if the encoded message sequence has
been received with errore. This scheme eliminates transmission of either
the parity check sequence or the transponder address (whichever is smaller)
as a separate bit field, This scheme was judged to be well suited to the
time-constrained DABS uplink, and therefore it was adopted and is referred
to as the “address-parity overlay (I scheme to minimize the length of the

encoded uplink message.

A penalty associated with the address-parity overlay scheme is mis -
directed messages catied by transmission errOr, i. e. , an encOded mes-
sage addressed to one aircraft may be received by another aircraft with
errors in the received message, which result in changing the address of the
first aircraft into that of the second aircraft. Thus, the address-parity
overlay may result in acceptance of a message containing errors that was
really intended for another aircraft. It is difficult to quantify this phe nom e -
non, but it appears reasonable to consider an erroneous message decoded by
a transponder as one in which the address bits have been completely ran-
domized. Thus, if such a message is to be accepted by another transponder,
the probability of that transponder’s address agreeing with the scrambled
address decoded from the erroneous message would be 2-A, where A is the
number of address bits used by the s~>tem (under the assumption of com-
pletely random scrambling by the disagreeing parity check sequences).
Thus, if A= 24’bits, the probability of a misdirected messag $being
accepted by a transponder is on the order of 2-24S 0.6 x 10- . It is true
that more than one transponder may receive a message intended for some
specific aircraft, but this is offset somewhat by the fact that there is some
probability less than unity that such messages are. received erroneously.
The conclusions that a24-bit address appears to lead to sufficient control
of the probability that a transmitted message will be misdirected to some
other aircraft by channel er”rors.

A further point to note concerning the address -parity overlay scheme
is that the parity check sequence derived from the mes sage is available only
after processing the message bits. Thus, the logical location of the address -
parity field is at the end of an encoded message. This implies that a tran-
sponder must store and process the entire received message before it can
check the address to determine if it should accept the message. Even if the



address were at the beginning of the message blOck, early rejection of a mes -
sage address ed to another aircraft would not necessarily allow immediate
processing of another aircraft message because the overlap of the two trans -
miss ions would likely result in errors. fius there is no practical difference
between having the address at the beginning or at the end of a message block,
although there is a very significant saving in ove rail encoded message length
that accrues from the address -parity overlay scheme.

2. 4.3 The Selected DABS Code

Binary cyclic codes are a special class of pari@ check codes, which
are generally well suited to burst error detec~lon and also admit simple de-
code r circuit implementations. A further advantage of this class of codes is
the flexibility of shortening the codes to suit established message length
requirements while not compromising code performance. Thie property
was benefit ial in that it allowed codirig studies to continue uninterrupted during
the evolution of the uplink message length.

The code selected for the DABS uplink is a cyclic code generating 24
parity check bits, which makes maximum use of the address field to in-
corporate the reduna.nt parity bite. The particular cyclic code selected is
specified by its generator polynomial

g(x)= ltx3tx 10 t X!”2 tx13 tx14 tx~ t X16 tx’7

tX18 tx19 txzo tx~l t.x22 tx~s tx24 .

This code produces code words with a natural length of about 2.75 million
bits, but it has been shortened for use with 88 -bit messages (for a totil
encoded message length with address-parity overlay of 112 bits ). This code
is also used to endode the 32 -bit DABS interrogations that do not contain
command messages. me mdtiple burst errOr detectiOn capabilities Of this
code, discovered by Kasami, have been extensively studied and are very
w dl suited to the DABS uplink channel RFI environmefi- [Ref. 12].

Figure 2-12. illustrates the encoding circuitry associated with the DABS
uplink code. The basic circuit, which computes the parity check sequence
from the message sequence, ie a sMft register with feedback cOnnectiOns back
to its input. The details of the addrese -parity overlay logic for the uplink were
choeen to facilitate the address checking in the transponder with feed-out shift
register circuits.

2. 4.4 Code Performance

The DABS uplink code performance was estimated when the DABS
uplink transmies ions were garbled by A TCRBS interrogations and TACAN
pulse pa~s. Performance evaluation cons is ted of calculating the probability
of acceptance of a DABS message containing errors (undetected message
errors ) ushg known properties of the code. ATCRBS pulses were assumed to
cause error bursts up to a length of 5 bits, and TACAN pulses were assumed
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1. tO cause error bursts up to a length of 19 bits. The probability of’ a bit errOr
Jwithin the burst, garbled by an interfering pulse, was assume to be O. 5 for

this calculation.

The calculated probability of undetected message err~rs is indicated
in Table 2-1 for the most probable garbling signals, which are (for ATCRBS
interrogations):

1. A single P2 pulse

2. A PI, P2 pulse pair

3. A PI, P3 pair for modes 2, 31A or C

4. A complete mode garble (Pl, P2, and P3) fOr modes 21 31A

5. Combinations of two of any of the above modes.

Table 2-1 indicates the calculated conditional probability of an undetected
message error, assuming that a garble occurs, i. e. , the probability that
a garble will occur in a given environment is not included in these results.
In addition, the conditional #robabilit y of undetected message error, given
a garble by a TACAN mode , is less than 2.14 x 10-8. The calculation Of
these results is described in more detail in Ref. 13. (It should be noted
also that the above calculations were dOne fOr a 96-bit encOded message
block, which does not result in any practical difference in calculated per -
formance for 112 bits for the coding s theme selected. )

The aforementioned results demonstrate that the selected DABS
uplink code appears to be well-matched to ‘the error detection function for
the DABS uplink RFI environment. The performance goal of undetected mes -
sage error probability of 10’7 in realistic channel environments appears to
be attainable. Furthermore, the transponder cost associated with imple -
m enting the decoding (error detection) function is very small, since a stor-
age register must be provided for received mes sages even without coding.
The address -parity overlay scheme allows the attainability of the above
advantages of parity check coding for DABS mes sage validation without the
penalty of having to transmit redundant bits.

2.5 Comparison of PAM and DPSK Uplink Designs

The foregoing discus sion of uplink design issues and options may be
summarized at this point as follows.

1. The DABS interrogation/roes sage must begin with a two-pulse
preamble to intentionally suppress ATCRBS transponders (to
prevent them from being triggered).

1-‘~Two 3.5- psec pulses spaced 12 #see apart and assumed to result in not
more than 19-bit error bursts each.



TABLE2-1
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

me data block of llZ bits, includtig an uplink message, is
constrained to about 30 psec h prevent triggering ATCRBS
transponders recovering from the initial suppression.

The final 24 bits ofan:.uplinktr ans~ssionco nsistingof
the combined address ;PriW bit field.

The DABS uplink data block should begin at a time following
the preamble pdee pair which does not lead to confusion
with an ATCRBS mode.

me data block should begin with a synchronization sequence
(bit pattern) to allow the demoddator to achieve bit synchro -
nization with sufficient accuracy.

The transmission of a synch sequence and 112 bits in approx-
imately 30 psec implies a data rate of approximately 4 ~z.

The key remaining item of significance in the uplink signal format
is the selection of a form of data moddation. The preceding discussion of
moddation systems indicates that the choice really narrows to PAM vs D~K,
since these two systems appear to span the practical range of performance
that one can hope to achieve. The remainder of this section will compare
PAM-NR Z and DPSK uplink designs from the viewpoints of transponder cost
and uplink performance.

2. 5.1 Transponder Design/Cost Studies

Durtig the design phaee of the DABS prOgram tie need fOr cost esti-
mates for DABS transponders became apparent. Therefore, four design/
cost studies were contracted to four different A TCRBS transponder manu -
facturers to examine the three different classes of transponders (air carrier,
military, and general afiatiOn). Each contractor stidled o@y one class of
transponder. Contractors were selected on the basis of their experience in
speciFlc classes of transponder design and manufacture. The contractors
participating ‘in the DABS transponder ..design/cost stidl~s, and the class of
of transponder each examine+, are listed ”.inTable 2-2.

The final phase of these design/cost studies con8isted of the design
of a number of complete DABS transponders for which transmitter power
and receive r s ensi~lvity were spec~led in addition to a complete description
of the message processing capabilities. Although the message formats and
link protocol specified for these studies differ in many details “from: that of
the final DABS design, the resdting complexity of the transponder logic
circuitry is quite co reparable. For the purposes of comparing an NRZ-PAM
link design to that of a DPSK design (with respect to transponder cost), the
specifications used in these studies are quite adequate.
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TABLE 2-2

DABS/TMNSPONDER DESIGN COST STUDY CONTRACTORS

Contractor

Bendix Avionics Div. ,
Ft. Laude rdale, Florida

Hazeltine Corp. , L. I. ,
combined with General
Aviation Electronics, “’kc. ,
Indianapolis, Indiana

Collins Radio Co. ,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Bendix Communications Div. ,
Towson, Maryland

Transponder Type Stidied ~Abbrev.

General Atiation GA 1

Gene ral Aviation GA 2

Air Carrier

Military

AC

MIL



I

fie DABS transponder design/cost studies consisted of tie detafled
design (to the individual parts level) and coet of i~~~ti~ --a 4-M=
NRZ - PAM uplink and a 4-~z DPSK uplink, as well as other options.. The
resuits from these studies are given in Figs. 2-13, -14, and -15$ which
show the cast break~wn of each transponder into five categories (trans -
mitter, receiver, video processing (wMch includes the DABS synch an~~ -
modulation circuitry ), logic circuitry, and mechanical components).
cost of the contractors most recent A.TCRBS transponder design !s also
included for reference. Further de~ils regarding fie~e stidies are given
in Reference 14.

Several important conclusions may be drawn from the results of
these stidiee.

1. Mthough the different classes of transponders differ widely in
cost, the ratio of the estimated cost of the DABS transponders
relative to the ATCRBS baseline transponders is in good agree-
ment for general aviation and air carrier transponders.

2. me video portion of a DABS transponder is ~.smallf=ction
of the total co et compared to the logic circuitry and mechanical
portion.

3. The difference between PAM and DPSK costs (reflected ody
in the video portion costs) has a very small impact on the
total transponder cost.

me preceding points imply that significant DABS transponder cost
cutting is more likely to resuM from Iagic and me”c~nical .mst refictions
than from video processing. Thus the difference in overall transponder
cost between NRZ - PAM and DPSK data modulation for a 4-MHz uplink is
insignificant and probably not resolvable by the type of design studies
carried out. The choice between NRZ - PAM and DPSK shouid thus be deter-
mined on the basis of achievable pe rfOrmance, s hce transpOnde r cost
differences (and EMC differences) are”. insignificant.

2.5. 2 Uplink Performance Data

The 6- dB advantage fiat DPSK offers in comparison to PAM is pre-
sented in Section 2.3 of this report. It remains h completa the comparison
between thes e competing uplink designs by evaluating their uplink performance
in the anticipated A.TCRBS interrogation environ-nti.

me first uplink performance evaluation concerns calcdated miss
rates along a Boston to Washington, D, C. route illustrated in Fig. 2-16,
where the ATCRBS interrogaKlon environment was estimated using the data
provided by ECAC under subcontract to the FA.A for this purpose. The PAM
and DPSK mies rates, resuittig from only ATCRBS P2 pulses radiated On
omni antems, are presented in Fig. 2-17 for a nominal and an anticipated
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Fig. 2-16. Path along which DABS uplink miss rates were calculated for
PAM md D PSK uplink modulation.
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maximum A.TCRBS interrogation environment. These calcubtions were
done for received signal levels at the -70 dBm transponder i. e. , very near
threshold, where the difference between PAM and D=K is very distkct.
PAM and DPSK miss rates, as a function of received sigml level at the
transponder, are presented in Fig. 2-18 for a transponder located over
New York City. The results indicate that the performance advantage of
DPSK moddation translates effectively h a significantly lower ~ss r-at
10W signal levels or, viewed from another aspect, DmK pr~vides a larger
fade margin down to a fixed uplink miss rate. F~r*er de~tis On the cal-
culated uplink performance are in Ref. 15.

A further verification of u~k performance was provided by a seriek
of flight tests in which DABS upltik miss rates were directly measured while
flying along a Boston to Baltimore path ~Ref. 16]. These measurements
were made by interrogating a DABS test set capable of processkg both NRZ -
PAM and DPSK interrogations. me interrogator was on board the aircraft,
and its signals were coupled into the cable connecting a standard beacon
antenna to the test set so that the test set could be interrogated with a pre-
cisely controlled signal while also receiving the ATCRBS interrogations from
the antenna.

The test set calibration curves are illustrated in Fig. 2-19 fOr bofi
PAM and DPSK, verifying a clear 5 -dB performance margin between the
competing modulation systems realized by the demoddators of the test set.
h order to rationalize the miss rate measurements, the ATCRBS inter-
rogation environment was moniti red s imdtaneously while interrogating the
test set and measuring miss rates. A reference signal level was established
co rrespondtig to the signal level, resulting in a 50~. miss rate of the DPSK
demodtiatu r. The interrogation counts and pulse. comts fa’r:si~als exceed-
tig this reference level were also recorded in addition to miss rates. Thus
it is possible to bowd the expected miss rates in terms of the measured.
A TCRBS interrogation environment, A sample plot of measured miss rate
v~ time is presented in Fig. Z- 20, Which also includes measured Modes A
and C interrogation rates, SLS rates, and total video pdse counts of signals
exceeding the’ reference level.

Although the measured ATCRBS environment differs somewkt from
the predictions provided by ECAC, the measured miss rates are quite close
to those calculated for tie ECAC environment. PAM miss rates were
measured at an interrogation signal level 5 dB stronger than that of D~K
(bringing the reference signal level for interrogation comts to the 5 O% miss
rate point on the PAM demodulation characteristic [Fig. 2- 19]) and *eY were
essentially the same as DPSK miss rates with this 5 -dB power advantage.

The performance dab support the conclusion that the theoretical ad-
vantage of DPSK over PAM is realizable in real channel operating conditions
as a significantly larger fade margin or a significantly lower miss rate at
low signal levels. Since there is an insignificant transponder cost increment
associated with DPSK, its performance advantage should be utilized. For
these reasons, DPSK was selected for the DABS uplink moddatilon.
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2. 5.3 Summary of DPSK Uplink Perfortince

Having reviewed the basic reasons for the selection of the DABS
uplink signal format, this section provides e~ra data for reference concern-
ing the DABS DPSK uplink performance. The performance Qf the parity check
code was calculated based on models of error mechanisms causedby RFI.
The se calculations have been verified by kboratory measurements made on
a DABS DPSK test transponder. Figure 2-21 indicates measured ~detected
message error rates for fixed DABS signal and interfering pulse levels
[Ref. 17]. The measurements indicate that the burst er,ror characterization
used in the calculations was adequate. The measured mdete cted mes sage
error rat , conditional on an interfering signal being present, is of the order

?ofl inl O, the initial DABS performance goal. The multipath sensitivity of
the DABS uplink was also measured h the Laboratory using a DABS DPSK
test transponder and a mu3tipath s tiulator [Ref. 18]. The results are P*
vialed in Fig. 2-22 and illustrate satisfactory agreement with *eoretical
predictions.

A critical aspect of the uplink design is the reliability of the suppres-
sion preamble. The specification of the reliability of the suppression cir-
cuitry of ATCRBS transponders is looser near the minimum triggertig level
(MTL) of a transponder than the mode triggertig circuitry. This effect is
illustrated in Fig. 2+23 which shows measured ATCRBS transponder reply
rates to DABS interrogations (indicattig faflure of intentional suppression
preamble ) [Ref. 7]. The DABS interrogation signal level was nried over
the dynamic range of the ATCRBS transponders. Figure 2-23 *dicates the
maximum reply rates: e.bserved for:two cases:

1. me suppression preamble (PI P2) ampli~de equal to the
da~ block amplitude

2. The (PI P2) amplitide 3 dB greater than the data block
amplitude

The measured’ dab indicate the maximum reply rates observed are quite
high, but the figure does not indicate that the reply rates are limited to a very
narrow range of signal levels. Thus, the to~l number of replies. likely to be
contributed by ATCRBS transponders, which fail to be suppressed by a DABS
interrogation, is small (most hterrogation.. levels: received a~e .oatai,de-the::
narrow triggering range). U observed ATCRBStransponder triggering rates
are judged unacceptably high, the data indicate that increasing the amplitude
of the suppression preamble by 3 dB relative to the dab block wodd reduce
quite signtilcantly the peak triggertig rates observed (and, hence, tie total
number of replies contributed to the charnel). It sho~d be pointed Out that
this approach complicates the sensor transmitter by requiring switetig bf
power levels durtig an hterrogatior, consequently a clear justification of
the necessity for this change in signal formats wodd be needed.
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2.6 DABS hterrogator Sidelobe Suppression System (BLS)

Although DABS discrete interrogations will be schedded on the basis
of predicted target range and azimuth, uncerbinties in these predictions as
a result Of measurement errors, tracking errors, and aircraft maneuvers
will result in occasio=l discrete interrogation of aircraft that are on the
edge of me antenna beam. This sit~tion wodd result in calculating an azi-
muth estimate on the reply, with the monopuls e processor operating beyond
its design limits, which codd lead to large errors in tirget azimuth esti-
mates.

One method of reducing the incidence of such errors from targets off
the beam edge is h limit the “interrogation beamwidth” by an kte rrogator
Sidelobe Suppression system (ISLS). Such a featire could be provided for
DABS discrete titerrogations in a manner exactly analogous to the methOd
used in the ATCRBS, i. e. , by transmitting a pulse on an omnidirectional
antenna pattern for comparison in amplitude by a transponder with pulses
radiated by the mainbeam pattern. This approach wodd not burden the trans -
ponder since pdse amplitide processing must be done for the ATCRBS modes
in anY case. However, a completely separate DABS ISLS s theme can be imple -
mented with the DPSK moddation system without any transponder circuitry
at all. Separation of the ATCRBS and DABS KLS functions may be advanta -
geous in the future if it shotid appear feasible to *sign a DABS-only trans -
ponder. For these reasons the DABS ISLS scheme is included in the link
des ign.

The sensitivity of DPSK to interfering signals is illustrated in Fig. 2-7,
indicating that the demodulator response to the combined signals is a very
abrupt function of Sm. This characteristic can be used to provide an SLS
type of function without any additional transponder circuitry. The DABS data
block begins with a synch sequence consisting of a phase reversal to provide
bit synchronization independent of signal envelope characteristics. H this
phase reversal is not detected, accurate bit synchronization may not be
assured and the message should not be processed. This synch phase reversal
can be obliterated in the sidelobes of the antenna pattern by simultaneously
transmitting a pulse on an ornni antenna that completely overlaps this part
of the data block. ~ the sidelobes, the omni-tn -mainbeam signal ratio will
be greater than unity, implying that the demoddator will not detect the phase
reversal; conversely in *e mainbeam, the mainbeam-to-omni ratio will be
greater Man unity, assuring reliable detection of the synch phase reversal.

The DABS ISLS system implies that there is an independent aoxiliary
transmitter at the sensor to generate tie Omni pulse. HOwever, the system
accomplishes its function with little or no transponder complexity, without
requiring the use of the A TCRBS amplitude processing circuitry. A further
advantage of a DABS KLS system (of any kind) is that by clearly tagging
mainbeam interrogations, misdirected mes sages can not occur with side -
lobe aircraft, which will greatly reduce the misdirected message probability
achieved by the system.
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2.7 Target Acquisition

Efficient handling of targets by discrete address interrogations re-
quires knowledge of the discrete address of the target and predictions of
its range and azimuth. In anautomated ATC system, POP-UP targets and
dropped targets should be handled automatically, i.e., a special acquisi -
tion mode should be provided to whicha DABS transponder would reply with
its discrete address and be located at the same time. TO periodically search
a stinsorrs coverage volume (for pop-up or dropped DABS targets) would re -
quire the use of such an acquisition or ,,all -call,, mode. In this regard, the

DABS all -call mode is analogous to the operation of the standard ATCRBS
sensor in which periodic interrogations are transmitted and followed by a
listening interval. Since a DABS sensor must provide position and identity
information on ATCRBS transponders, more channel time would remain free
if the DABS all-call listening period were shared with that of the ATCRBS
modes. In order to share listening periods, the DABS all -call mode should
be transmitted fairly close in time to an ATCRBS interrogation. Two alter-
natives are:

1. DABS all -call preceding the ATCRBS mode

2. ATCRBS mode preceding the DABS all -call.

Consider the second alternative first. The quandry in which this
arrangement places a DABS transponder is whether or not to reply to the
earlier ATCRBS interrogation. TWO types of replies are clearly redundant.
However, if the DABS transponder is to recognize that a DABS all -call
follows the ATCRBS mode, it must do so quickly, i.e. , in the 3 ~sec betieen
the pulse P3 of the interrogation and the F Pulse Of the ‘eP1y. ‘his observa -
tion implies that a combined AT CRBS/DA~ all - call mode could be defined
so that ATCRBS transponders process only the ATCRBS part of the mode,
and DABS transponders do the same but also look for a“n indication pulse
designating the mode as an all-call. Detecting such an indicator pulse would
then result in the DABS transponder inhibiting its ATCRBS reply and trans -
mitting a DABS all-call reply containing its 24-bit discrete address.

This combined ATCRBS/DABS all-call mode has been realized by

appending ~ fourth pulse af~r the P3 pulse tO standard ATCRBS mOdes 3/A
and C as illustrated in Fig. 2-24. Measurements were made during field
tests on ATCRBS transponders to verify that the P4 pulse had nO significant
effect on them [Ref. 7]. A very slight difference ~ the response thresholds
for the standard ATCRBS mode A and the ATCRBS/DABS all-call (mode A
with P4’added) is indicated in Fig. 2-25. The data lead one to believe that
ATCRBS transponders that are operating normally within specifications will
not be signif~cantly affected by the P4 pulse.
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Consider next the DABS all-call mode preceding the A TCRBS mode.
The DABS transponder would respond to the all-call mode and probably
would not see the following A TCRBS mode occurring during its reply or its
dead time after replying. An ATCRBS transponder, conversely, must nOt
rePly to the DABS mode, and ideally, the DABS all-call mode shodd be
llinvi~iblell ~ ATCRBS transponders. However, as the bench testing pro-
gram has indicated, such invisible formats are not feasible. me next best
alternative is a DABS mode that intentionally suppresses ATCRBS transpon-
ders and elicits all-call replies from DABS transponders. Such a separate
DABS -ody all-call mode may be usefti in that it would allow some flexibility
in scheduling DABS all-call replies relative to A TCRBS replies, which co~d
be used in mitigating synchronous garble betieen A TCRBS and DABS all-call
targets. ~is flexibility, however, comes at a price of less overlap Of the
listening intervals as a resdt of the need to wait at least 45 ~sec for the
ATCRBS transponders to recover from the suppression caused by the DABS
mode.

Both of the above approaches to the acquisition of DABS targets have
been included in the DABS link design. The standard mode is the combined
A TCRBS/DABS all-call mode, which appends a P4 pulse after a standard
A TCRBS mode 3/A or C interrogation and shares the full listening interval
of both types of replies. The DABS-only all-call mode consists of a standard
DABS DPSK interrogation (preceded by a suppression preamble) with an. all-
zero address that will elicit an all-call reply from DABS transponders ~.’
The added complexity of checking for an all-zerO address, in addition”tO the
standard address checking, dOes nOt add signirlcant cOst tO the transponder.
The DABS - only all - call mode allows some scheduling flexibility betieen
ATCRBS and DABS-all-call replies, if it ever appears to be of value, and it
also provides a means of acquiring targets independent of ATCRBS mode
processing circuitry, which may prove useful at some future’ data.

*
The data field of the DABS-only all-call interrogation consists of all-ones,

to help distinguish this signal from CW or a 10ng, unrnoddated pulse.
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3.0 DOWNLINK DESIGN

3.1 Design Constraints and Options

The basic functions of the DABS downlink are to:

1. Provide target range and azimuth estimates for DABS
surveillance,

2. Extract downlink data from replies (target identity, altitude,
pilot acknowledgments, etc, ),

3. Support air -to -ground data link capability for noncritical
messages.

The issues of transponder cost, EMC, and link performance are next dis -
cussed in this section with respect to the use of the ATCRBS reply frequency
of 1090 -z for the DABS downlink.

3. 1.1 Transponder Cost

The transponder r cost data of Section 2.5 indicate that the transmitter
portion of an A TCRBS transponder is significantly more cosfly than the
video process ing circuitry<<. This is especially apparent in the general avia -
tion class of transponders. This is true h spite of the fact that transmitters
for nonmilitary ATCRBS transponders are very simple pulsed oscillator
circuits that generate incoherent, on- off keyed pulses suitable for PAM mod -
.ulation formats. Although some military transponders have used solid state
transmitters,’ the cost of such transmitters at the power levels required for
the ATCRBS is not now cost competitive with the triode/cavity oscillators
used in general aviation transponder rs. Cost projections of solid state trans -
mitters are uncertain enough to avoid basing a DABS design on reasonable
cost devices not available at this time.

Thus cost considerations constrained DABS reply format options (at
least initially) to those that could avoid the necessity of a more sophisticated
transmitter than that now employed by ATCRBS general aviation transpon-
ders. Even a second such simple transmitter required by DABS (at another
frequency) wodd have a noticeable impact on transponder cost. For these
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*
This is clearly true in all except the military transponder, wherein video

processing circuitry is more complex as a result of Mode 4 processing
functions. Civil transponders do not process this mode.
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reasons, the DABS downlinK signal aesign effort began by investigating mod-
ulation formats that could be generated by the low cost ATCRBS (general
aviation) transponder r transmitted rs. This implied that modulation formats
based on on-off-keyed, incoherent PAM pulses were to be investigated
until and unless it was discovered that *ey were clearly inadequate fr.m a
performance or EMC viewpoint.

3. 1.2 EMC Issues (A TCRBS)

DABS replies can have two effects on the ATCRBS downlink opera-
tion that deserve investigation. They can result in ( 1) lost ATGRBS rePlies
as a result of garble by a DABS reply, and (2) triggering ATCRBS replY
detection circuits. The greater information content of a DABS reply im-
plies a longer duration than that of an ATCRBS reply: therefore detection
and correct decoding of an ATCRBS reply (by existing equipment), garbled
by a DABS reply, is very unlikely unless the amplitude of the ATCRBS re -
ply is much greater than that of the DABS reply. Mitigation of this effect
will therefore depend upon reducing the frequency of occurrence of DABS
fruit garbles.

A DABS reply input to an ATCRBS bracket detector is likely to re -
suit in repeated triggering of the circuit for the entire duratiOn of the DABS
reply data block. Such repeated and closely spaced bracket detections may
cofiuse garble detection/phantom elimination logic in ATCRBS reply pro -
ce ssors and may also cause undesirable artifacts on video displays. The
main preventative measure against this effect is a defruiter, which would
require near synchronous DABS replies on at least two successive scans to
allow processing of a DABS reply data block by bracket detection circuits.
Although most ATCRBS reply processors incorporate a defruiter, all equip-
ment does not incorporate a defruiter (the Common Digitizer employed at
some FAA en route radars being the most notable example). Consequently)
this effect does deserve further consideration. The effects of DABS replies
to discrete address interrogations and all-calls will be dis~us sed separately
with respect to the ATCRBS downltik operation.

Discrete AddrAss (Scheduled) Replies

DABS discrete reply fruit reply rates will be much lower than that of
current ATCRBS fruit rates because ( 1) only a small number (typically two
or three) sensors will discretely interrogate each DABS aircraft, and (2) the
average number of discrete interrogations per scan will be much less than
that of the ATCRBS (an average of less than two per target per scan, com-
pared to antaverage of 18 for an ARTS sensor). An additonal factor that will
mitigate the effects of DABS discrete replies is the asynchrOnOus na~re of
the DABS scheduling of discrete interrogations, which will tend to garble an
insufficient number of ATCRBS replies per scan (for a given target) to affect
tirget recognition (by human operator) or declaration (by automatic detec -
tibri”iircfiits). ATCRBS reply processors incorporating a defruiter will nbt
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be affected by DABS discrete replies. Moreover, as a result of this aspect,
the very low DABS discrete reply rate, together with its highly asynchronous
nature, will render the effects of lost ATCRBS replies insignificant even in
processors without defruiters. However, the effects of occasional DABS
replies that do get processed by conventional circuitry should be investigated
further to determine if special measures must be implemented to prevent
possible confusion of operators or automatic processors.

All- Call Replies

A DABS sensor acquiring new DABS targets by transmitting the com -
bined ATCRBS/DABS all-call mode will be faced with occasional synchro -
nous garble between an ATCRBS target and a nearby DABS target respond-
ing to the all-calls , and will also generate DABS fruit, which could affect
nearby DABS and ATCRBS sensors. In the case of synchronous garble of
an ATCRBS target tind a DABS all-call target, if both replies are likely to
be lost most of the time in such “synchronous garble satiations, the longer
channel occupancy of the DABS reply will’ result in a larger garble cell*,
and both targets may be lost for an extended ~~riod of time. The conse -
quences of such synchronous garbles would be grtiatly mitigated by a very
reliable DABS downlink that would allow rapid acquisition of the DABS tar-
get even in the presence of such garble. The DABS target could then be
quickly switched to a discrete address mode and locked out to the all-call
interrogations (inhibiting all-call replies by setting a control bit in the dis -
crete interrogations to that aircraft). It would therefOre be useful tO design
hto the DABS reply signal format a degree of immunity to garble from
ATCRBS replies, which would serve to aid rapid DABS target acquisition
and minimize the loss of ATCRBS targets to synchronous garble (with DABS
all-calls).

Surveillance of ATCRBS targets by .i DABS *ens~r, compared to
conventional ATCRBS sensors, will be accomplished using a low PRF. Thus,
the low PRF of the combined ATCRBS/DABS all-call mode of a DABS sensor
implies that less fruit will be generated by this mode than by a conventional
ATCRBS sensor. Moreover, the all-call mode is transitory, in that aircraft
would normally respond to all-calls for a short time until they could be han-
dled using a discrete address mode and locked out to all-call interrogations.
For these reasons, DABS all-call fruit is expected to have a very minor
effect on ATCRBS operation. However, the low PRF and the longer DABS
reply duration may occasionally result in synchronous garble with a nearby
ATCRBS sensor operating at, or approximately at, a multiple of the DABS
all-call PRF. Also, since all DABS sensors will operate at approximately
the same low PRF, DABS all-call fruit from one sensor may garble all-call
replies of another DABS sensor. Although these effects do not appear to be
serious, it is difficult (without a fa ir.lv detailed s vstem simulation of a mixed
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DABS and ATCRBS sensor environment and a combination of DABS- and
ATCRBS-equipped aircraft) to make a quantitative assessment of tie opera-
tion of the combined A TCRBS/DABS all - call mode operation.

Summary of the ATCRBS EMC Issues

The very low DABS fruit rates (from both s chedded and all-call
replies ) will not deprive the ATCRBS system of enough idormation to
seriously degrade its performance. However, peculiar A TCRBS reply
processing equipment responses to DABS replies may result in undesirable
effects, which could necessitate some minor equipment modifications.
Experiments shodd be conducted to determine if there is a need for such
modifications. The DABS all-call replies at a low but regular PRF may
resdt in near synchronous interference with both ATCRBS and DABS sensors
nearby (all - can mode ). Assessment of such effects shotid be done (probably
by a detafled system simdation that incorporates a realistic characterization
of the DABS channel ~gement function, sensor PRF assignments, etc ).

3. 1.3 ECM Issues (TACAN)

Major Effects

Again the major effects on TACAN/DME beacons are loading and
deadtime, and the major effect on TACA.N/D~ interrogations is AGC
captire.

De gradation Criteria

For interference to TACAN/DME interrogators, the AGC capture
effect may be assessed in terms of the effective average interference power
(EAIP). Performance is not noticeably degraded, provided EAIPSMax (EAIP),
where Max (EAIP) is an empirically determined tolerance level.

For interference ‘to TACAN/DME beacons, the degradation criterion
is kept parametric at this time, with the expectation that loading = deadtime
= 5 ~. will be shown to be acceptable in the futire.

EstimatAd Levels of Interference

ECAC has generated estimates of TACAN/DME loading and deadtime
(taking into account contributions from an assumed environment of DABS-
equipped aircraft) .[Ref. 8]. Typical results are shown in Fig. 3-1. A worst
case is represented with the TACAN/DME beacon located at JFK Airport
and with a conservatively high estimate of DABS transponder density. The
re suits indicate that a 5 ~. loading -deadtime criterion would not be exceeded
for any channel separated by at least +3 MHz, Furthermore there is a la~ge
OFR improvement for greater frequency separations. For reference with
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●Worst case (rein) TACAN/DME signal level

●New York 1982 worst case traffic model

●Location: JFK Airport.
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3-1. Effects of DABS dwnlink on TACAN/DME beacons.
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Fig. 3-2. Present TACAN/DME installations at various sections of
New York.



the data in Fig. 3-1, it is worthwhile b note present-day deployments and
chanel assignments.

Figure 3-2 is a plot of the exis ttig TACAN/DME equipment in vsrious
sections of New York. It is evident that aU of these installations are out-of-
band charnels for which the impact of DABS wodd apparently be very small.
Although a few in-band TACAN/DME beacons exist tiday (such as Westiver
TACAN, ~SS. , ch. 66, AF - O), these beacons are not generally located
near very high density airspace and are often non-FAA and/or part-time use
installations. k a similar manner, ECAC has calculated the effects of
DABS dowdink transmissions on TACAN/D~ interrogators. Only Y-Mode
interrogators are of interest in this tonne ction since: owing to the method
by which charnel frequencies are established, the minimum possible AF for
an X-mode interrogator is 61 MHz. For a Y-mode interrogator, an example
of the results calculated by ECAC is shown in Fig. 3-3. The re suits indicate
that the interference conditions are much less than the tolerable level even
for in-band charnels, and out -of -band channels experience an additional
5ignificant reduction in interference.

3. 1.4 Performance

The DABS downlink performance can be characterized by:

1. The probability of detecting, co rrectiy decoding, and determining
a target mono pulse azimuth estimate for a reply (on a single
attempt, on mdtiple attempts within a scan, and over mdtiple
scans )

2. The accuracy of target range and monopulse azimuth estimates
for replies that have been correcfly decoded.

E reply detection and bit spchronization can be performed reliably, then
the time of arrival win be known accurately enough to provide adequate range
accurac~ therefore, range accuracy need not be treated as a separate issue.
Critical parameters of the dowflink are SNR and RFI conditions, which in-
clude the A TCRBS fruit environment and mdtipath garbling.

Consider first the magnitide of the ATCRBS fruit probbm. At an
ATCRBS fruit rate of 10, 000 per second, approxiwtely 20~. of the totil
charnel time is occupied by the fruit, and the probability of receiving an

~garbled DABS reply of 64-~sec duration (assum~g Poisson arrival
statistics ) is ody O. 427. (For an A TCRBS fruit rate of 20, 000 per second,
this probability becomes O. 182. ) Although these calculations are not
expected to be highly accurate, they do clearly indicate that A.TCRBS fruit
is likely to result in frequent processing of DABS replies that have been
garbled.
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IAF = interrogator receiving frequency - 100 MHz (MHz),

Fig. 3-3. DABS downlink effects on TACAN interrogator.



M further points shodd be made in assesstig the severity of the
ATCRBS fruit problem First, ATCRBS fruit iO mt as ~ontrohble a eye-
tern parameter as the titirrogation rate because, altiugh ATCRBS se-or
operation is government re~ted, frutt depends on traffic demity as we~,
which cotid peak up in localized areas. Second, heavy frtit rates are likely
to correspond to heavy DABS traffic densities where tie DABS s-r caps-
city is most likely to be stressed. ~erefore, the D-S dotiti ~sign
must seek an efficient link on 1090 ~z in the presence of heavy ATCRBS
fruit levels, and a significant degree of immunity to ATCRBS fruit garbltig
wU1 be a necessity.

Minimization of DABS channel occupancy implies Me need for afl~
design and a processing system that can extract all necessary survei~ance
and communication information from Me m~mum number of replies. For
&is reason it was necessary to incorporate a monopdse processtig system
to provide azimuth estimation of targets on a single reply. Monopdse
azimuth estimation involves the estimation of angle of arrival of an RF s ig -
nal relative b the antena bores ight axis, which is then combined with the
antenna pointing angle to determine target azimu~ Mono-se systems
are known to be sensitive tu interfertig signals such as ATCRBS fruit garbles
and mu3tipath garbles [Ref. 19]. Monopdse processing of garbled DABS
replies complicates the problem, especia~y stice tie monopulse accuracy
goal requires averaging the monoptise samples @ken on several individual
pu3ses in order to reduce errors caused by noise. A garble senstig tech-
nique is necessary for editing the reply pdses to recognize garbled pdses so
that they can be ignored by the monopdse system.

Mdtipath is another possible source of inte rfe ring signals which can
lead to significant monopulse errors. The sensitivity of monopulse to interf-
ering signals is such that it is. expected that multipath garble will first
resdt in erroneous, monopdse estimates (or no monopdse estimate if a sen -
s itive garble sensing technique is:used ) before da@ demoddation is limited
by the interference. Thus mtitipath must be controlled for monoptise to
work adequately., and if it is so controlled, it’ is likely that data demodulation
will also work satisfactorily. This implies that multipsth is a problem that
must be controlled by s ens or antenna design and siting ratier than a modda -
tion format that is immune to multipsth garble.

3. 1.5 Downlink Design Philosophy

Transponder transmitter cost will represent a significant portion of
the overall cost of a transponder; consequently the transmitte~ !cost cons-
traints will be more conspicuous in the down3ink design than in the uplink,
DABS reply signal formats, which could be generated by present-day, low
cost A TCRBS transponder transmitters (i. e. , signal structure composed of
phase incoherent, on-off keyed pulses ), were thus the primary focus of
initial design efforts; h addition to these waveform constraints, the perfor -
mance considerations discussed in subsection 3. 1.4 established the
desirabili~ of the following DABS reply features.
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1. Reply Preamble: MBS reply detection shodd be based on a

special preamble waveform at the start of each reply to avoid
the inconvenience of the ATCRBS design in which a reply must
be recognized ody after the last (framing) pdse of the reply
is received. The preamble shodd be designed for reliable
detection and time -of -arrival (TOA) estimation k a heavy
A TCRBS fruit environment. TOA accuracy shodd be dictated
by bit synchronization accuracy tkt is required for reliable
dab block processing.

2. Mod~ation Imm~ni~ tO RFI: Reliable message extraction in

heavy fruit w~l require a data moddation for-t t~t has a
significant degree of immunity to errors from garbling by
ATCRBS reply pulse trains. Mdtipath sensitivity of monopds e
processing is more severe than that of message extraction;
therefore multipath considerations should not strongly drive
modulation des ign.

3. Monopdse Constraints: Monopulse processing wfll require
averaging monopd se samples of several pulses, and avoid~g
garbled pdses. Therefore, a minimum number of pulses per
reply shodd be assured by the link design. Also a reliable
means of sensing pulses that have been garbled shodd be
provided for editing replies (avoiding the use of garbled mono-
pulse samples ).

4. Message validation: Although the stringent message error
detection capability of the uplink is not necessary on the dowdink
because of the bss critical nature of aircraft originated mes -
sages, reasonable error detection capabili~ is still desirable.
The same parity check code used on the uplink, together with the
address -parity overlay scheme, appears attractive from Per-
formance and cost viewpoints.

5. Error Correction: The uplink code, if used on the d~wnlink, has
a burst error correction capability that is worthy of Inve stlgatlon
as a means of increasing immunity to ATCRBS fruit. The uplink
code can correct a significant burst of erasures* with littie de-
coder complexity. Erasure declaration is closely analogous to
the garble sensing capability necessary for monopulse data
editing. Thus a key feature to successful processing of garbled
DABS replies is a means of reliably s ens ing garbled bits.

1.
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The DABS dowdink design evolution will be die cussed next with re -

spect tO tie three different aspects of rePIY processing: (1) Preamble detec -
tion/synch, (2) dab modulation, and (3) message decoding.

*Demodtiated bits that are tagged as very uncertain decisions and are thus
most likely to be in error.



3.2 Modtiation Design

me dotiink moddation design must address the problem of relhbly
transmitting digi~l data included in DABS surveillance and commmieat.bn
replies in a severe RFI environment, contingent upon the constratits on
transmitter oost and EMC considerations. A second function that the rnod-
tiation must support is monopdse process ~g, i. e. , averagtig the ~~ -
pulse samples of a number of mgarbled pulses in the reply.

The two critical aspects of the RFI environment are ATCRBS fruit
and mdtipath garble. With respect to the fruit problem, the modtition
design w~ kave to provide a reasonable degree of immmity to errors from
garbling (overlapping ) ATCRB~ fruit replies (and ATCRBS synchronous
garble for the a~-ca~ mode). Mdtipath reflections of rektively short deby
w~ resdt in extensive overlaps of the data block, and mnnopdse processing
w~ degrade at a lower HR _ w~ message etiraction. Thus, mdtipatb
considerations wi31 be primarfly dealt with by antenna design and siting con-
straints rather than da~ moddation, Garble sensing capabtiity is required
for monopds e data editing and for erasure decoration to aid on Wrst error
correction and is therefore a f~ctiOn t~t must be provided by the ~du~-
tion system selected.

3. 2.1 bwdink ~ts Rate

The use of low cost ATCRBS transponder transmitters imposes some
limi@tions on do~ink data rates. The class of transmitters considered
are pdsed triode/cavity oscillators that directiy generate 200- to 300-watt
RF pdses from dc excitation. The modulator excitation for these trans -
mitters can be conveniently derived from a clocked digital signal b produce
a pdse train of phase incoherent, variable width pulses at a constant power
level.

More specifically, these transmitters are limited to pulse lengths of
approximately ZOOto 250 ns ec. When operating these transmitters at high
dab rates, an important factor in receiver processing is the leading edge
jitter of pulses, which consists of a random component (up to approximately
15 nsec peak-to-peak) and a component that depends on the state* of the cir -
cuit at the time the tube is pulsed. Frequency stability of the lowest cost
cavity oscillators is “well matched to the ATCRBS system tolerance of 1090
* 3.0 Wz. This class of transmitters appears to be able to support a
variety of on-off keyed, phase incoherent pulse formats such as PAM (RZ
and NRZ ) and pu3se position modulation (PPM) where minimum pulse widths
of 250 nsec or greater are acceptable.

*The dominant parameter is the state of decay of tie trailing edge of the
previous pdse.
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The ATCRBS reply channel window, at 1090 MHz, is narrow com-
pared to the uplink window at 1030 MHz. The A.TCRBS reply consists of
o. 45-psec pdses with rise times specified from 50 tO 100 nsec and wifi
carrier frequency in the range of 1090 + 3 Mz. Shorter pdse widths
than the preceding, with the same frequency tolerance, wodd resdt in
greater spillover of energy into adjacent TACAN charnels. Even if DABS
adopted the ATCRBS pdse characteristics exactly, the longer reply pulse
train of DABS would cause increased interference to adjacent TACAN chan-
nels, but the lower DABS fruit rate must also be considered. The ATCRBS
level of EMC was adopted as a nominal or baseline position for the DABS
dowdink, where shorter pulse widths would increase effects on TACAN,
while longer pulse widths, compared to A TCRBS, wotid appear to ease tiese
effects. There are two aspects of dowdink data rate that affect performance:
(1) Reply duration, which relates to the probability of fruit garble, and (2)
pdse width, which determines the necessary IF ffiter ba~dwidth for proces -
sor settling time and TACAN rejection. Higher data rates will tend h
decrease the probability of garble, but the attendant narrow pdse widths wU1
require wider bandwidth IF filters, which wtil increase the receiver noise
level and allow more TACAN RFI into the processor. Moreover, the shorter
pdse widths wfll allow shorter sampling windows for the monopu3se proces -
sor (even with a wider IF fillter ), and processor synchronization requirements
will become more stringent: more caref~ cOnsideratiOn of PrOcessOr sam-
pling frequencies and transmitter jitter effects may be required. Figure 3-4
illustrates garble probabilities for DABS replies of various lengths in an
ATCRBS fruit environment (Poisson statistics assumed). Both the probabi-
lity of receiving an ungarbled DABS reply (PO) and the prObabflity Of O~Y a
single A TCRBS garblkg reply (PI ) are indicated. These calculations indicate
that the garble probabilities are relatively insensitive to reply length and no
dramatic change occurs between reply lengths of 30 to 60 psec.

h summary, DABS reply pulse widths, which are equal to or longer
than that of the ATCRBS, are clearly compatible with the class of low cost
transmitters considered, and are comparable in out-of-band radiation levels
to ATCRBS, but would result in very slightiy increased garble probability.
The shortest feasible pulse length for the transmitters considered appears
to be approximately 250 nsec; this pdse length would push the transmitters
beyond their present. operating range, increaee Out-Of-band radiatiOn, and
require more careful engtieering of the sensor processing equipment. The
interference immunity and garble s ens ing f=tures will be discussed in the
following subsections.

3. 2. 2 Modulation Candidates

. ATCRBS replies consist of O. 45-psec ptises spaced 1.45 psec apart.
h order to provide immunity to interference from such pulse trains, the
DABS waveform used to represent a ‘zero f ( ‘Onet ) information bit shodd not
be easily convertible (by an ATCRBS pulse garble) into a waveform simfl~r
to that used to represent a !onel(tzero! ). h an ordinary PAM-OOK (on-off
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keyed) system, this implies a p~se length significantly longer or signtiicafiy
shorter (in an RZ system) than O. 45 psec. Garble sensing in a PAM system
(based on received waveform shape*) wodd depend nn ptise width checktig
(if an ATCRBS pulse were ho long or too short to be accepted as a DABS
pulse, then it codd be recognized as interference). Simple PAM systems
appear, then, to be limited to”bit intervals of approximately O. 45 p sec Or
longer.

Another approach to interference resistance to ATCRBS replies is
the use of two ptise positions separated in time to represent a single infor-
mation bit, with the separation chosen in a manner that if one pu2s e position
is garbled, the other position is likely to occur between pdse positions in
an A.TCRBS reply. Both pds e POsitions can be keyed on and off together
(referred to as redundant PAM), or a single pulse can be sent in either the
early or late position (referred to as binary pu3s e position moddation
[PPM] ). Garble sensing in the PPM system wodd be based on boti pdse
positions containing zeros or ones. Garble sensing, with redundant PAM,
wotid have to be based on the ambiguous condition of a one and a zero. The
PPM system, with suffilcientiy low dab rate, wodd not require both p~se
positions to be separated to avoid confusion by a single A TCRBS interfering
pdse. The PPM system presents another format alternative.

A point in favor of PPM is that a fixed number of pdses is always
present in each reply itiependent of the message content; this provides a
clear design specification for the transponder transmitter. It also provides
a guaranteed number of pdses for monopdse processing, which must
average a number of pdses and avoid using pulses that appear to be garbled.

After a study of such PAM and PPM modulation formats based on an
On-off keyed transmitter, the most promising formats that emerged for
further study were:

(1) PAM-NRZ with pulse width (bit duration) longer than approximately
O. 90 psec

(2) PPM with bit duration longer than approximately O. 90 psec and
adjacent pds e positions

(3) PPM with separated ptise poeitions (bit duration less than
O. 90 psec possible).

*Garble sensing, based on a monopdse quadrature channel, was thorougmy
investigated and found to be inadequate from a reliability viewpoint [Ref. 20].
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me performance of each of these formats is strongly dependent on the pro-
cessor complexity considered. It is clear that intbe absence of interference,
all three formats perform equivalently as a function of SNR (peak received
carrier power over noise powerin the receiver bandwidth) because the
receiver filter bandwidth (and, hence, the noise level ) is essentially deter-
mined by the carrier frequency tolerance of k 3 -z. The per forwnce in
interference, however, is dependent on the receiver complexity one is willing
to consider h reliably recognize sigfils distorted by interfering ATCRBS
ptises. A reasonably simple demoddator scheme for PPM, which also
admits a reliable garble s ens ing capability, can be based on the relative
amplitude of the received signal level in each of tie WO PUISe positions. The
probability of error per bit for options 2 and 3 above were determined by
computer s imdation as a function of KR, whs re the interference was taken as
a single garbling ATCRBS reply (probability of an information pulse present
taken as O. 5). me pdse widths for both of these formats were approximately
O. 5 ~sec for these simdations (dab rate of approximately 1 MHz). The
simdation resdts, indicated. in Fig. 3-5, include IF ffltering (which resdts
in inter symbol interference effects), random bit synchronization errors, and
receiver noise. A simple PAM system is included in the figure to illustrate
the degree of immmity to ATCRBS pulse garbles provided by the PPM mod-
dation format.

The NRZ -PAM format will behave asymmetrically in interference,
i. e., interfering pulses are more likely tO cOnvert transmi~ed ‘zeros’
into ‘ones’ than ‘ones ! into ! zeros r. Under the demodulator constraint of two
samples per information bit, it appears that less reliable garble sensing will
be achieved with this format. With this format, the ener~ (number Of Pulses)
contained in a reply will vary with the message content~, which entails some
difficulties in transmitter design and monopulse processing. For these
teasons, the NRZ - PAM format’was considered the least desirable of the
three formats listed above.

3. 2.3 Modulation Selection

The choice between the two PPM formats is essentially a choice of
data rate, with the alternatives being:

(1) - 1 MHz data rate, using two adjacent O. 5-psec pulse positions

(2) N 2 MHz data rate, using two O. 25-psec pulse positions (separated
by approximately 1.5 x 1.45 #sec).
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Assuming the performance of both of these formats is essentially equivalent
from an SNR and an SIR point of view (for a single garbling ATCRBS reply
as the interference), the factors favoring the ‘choice of the low rate format
are as follows.
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The major

A TCRBS transponder-type transmitters would be operated well
within their present pulse specifications on rise time, leading
edge jitter and pulse width without effect on DABS processing.

Regarding EMC with TACAN, out-of+and energy per pdse would
be no greater than that of ATCRBS.

The DABS receiver filter could afford a longer settling time for
the monopulse processing and could provide greater TACAN
signal rejection than the higher rate format.

The pdse positions corresponding to a single information bit
could be adjacent to one another, rather than separated and
interleaved with other pulses as in the higher rate format.

The burst length of erasures, caused by an ATCRBS garbling
reply, would span no more than 24 bits, which the use of the
uplink code could correct, thus providing an added degree of
immunity to garbling by a single A TCRBS fruit reply.

disadvantage of tie low rate PPM option is the longer duration of
the DABS reply, whici results in increased probability of garbling. When
this is analyzed together with the burst erasure correction capability that
the lower rate format admits, the overall downlink reliability in ATCRBS
fruit is higher for the low rate format than the high rate format (without
error correction). This can be seen in Fig. 3-4 where the ungarbled prob -
ability curve (PO ) for shorter reply lengths is higher than the single-garble
curve (PI ) for longer reply lengths.

Thus, the ody remaining consideration with regard to the duration of
the DABS reply is channel occupancy or system capacity. Even with a ftil
sensor load of 2000 aircraft, two replies of 64 ~sec each, every 4 seconds
from each ~ircraft, results in a downlink channel occupancy of O. 032 second
per second . The high rate format could reduce this by one-half, but it
would be inconsequential at these low levels. For these reasons, the low
rate PPM format was chosen for the DABS dowdink, with the final data rate
established at 1 MHz. Thus, an information bit is represented in this for-t
by two adjacent pulse positions, each of which is O. 5 psec in duration. A
21 -psec ATCRBS reply, consequently, cannot result in an error burst that
spans more than 23 bits, and the use of the uplink code on the downlink can
provide error detection capability as well as a useful burst error correction

.,

*
This should be compared to the resulting ATCRBS channel occupancy for

18 interrogations per scan from a single sensor resulting in O. 189 see/see
charnel occupancy caused by a single sensor; many more than two or three
sensors interrogate each aircraft.



capability when used in conjunction with a garble sensbg indicator to flag
doubtful bit decisions as erasures.

3.3 Message Decoding

Although dowdink messages are not as critical as IPC commands,
message validation and error detection are higtiy desirable in an automated
sensor in order to recognize, reject, and minimize processing of corrupted
reply data. The parity check code selected for the DABS uplink is quite well
suited for this purpose. Other advantages of the parity check code are that
it can be implemented for the dowflink in the transponder by making use of
most of the uplink parity checking circuitry, and it also has a 24-bit burst
erasure correction capability that may be exploited on the dowdink. Mes sage
decoding here refers to both functions of error detection and error correction.

3. 3.1 Error Detection

The downlink message is encoded by the transponder in a manner that
differs slightiy from that used in the uplink. The message bits are trans -
mitted unchanged, as in the uplink, while a parity check sequence is generated
from these bits and combined with the address bits in a slightly different
manner than in the uplink encoding process. ( The change facilitates the
removal of the address while leaving the parity check bits available for use
in error correction. ) The encoding circuit, with the indicated change in one
switch connection for the downlink encoder, is the same as that illustrated in
Fig. 2-12. The message decoder at the sensor then processes the demodu-
lated data block to calculate the address -parity field from the message and
compare it with the received address -parity field. H those two sequences
are not identical, the demodulated data block contains at least one error.
Thus, error detection on the dowdink operates exactly as it does in the
uplink with the same parity check code being used.

3. 3.2 Burst Error Correction

The dowdink message decoder first calculates the parity check
sequence from the received (and demodulated) data block. The received
address -parity field is first stripped of the expected address (by modulo two
summing) and then combined with the calculated parity check sequence (also
by modulo two summation) to produce a 24-bit sequence referred to as the
error syndrome. A nonzero error syndrome indicates a disagreement be-
tween the calculated and received parity check sequences and thus implies
that the received message is in error. The properties of the DABS code
provide a simple relationship between a nonzero error syndrome and an error
burst spanning a maximum of 24 bits within the message that would result in
the observed syndrome. b fact, a simple sequential circuit can be designed
to calculate a 24-bit error burst pattern corresponding to any particular
location within the received data block that will result in the observed syn-
drome. An example of the circuit is illustrated in Fig. 3-6 in which the con-
tents of a 24-bit shift register, when initially loaded with the error syndrome,
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will indicate sequentially on successive shifts the error burst patterns corxe -
spending to all POEsible 24-bit burst locations within the demoddated dab
block, beginning with the burst located in the last 24 bits of the data block
(the address -parity field) and endtig with the burst located in the first 24 bits
of the data block. Any of the burst error patterne cakulated by the cirtiit
wodd give rise to the observed error syndrome. It thus remains to provide
a means for selecting which of these burst patterns is most likely to have
caused the observed nonzero error syndrome.

me demodulator produces a sequence of bit decisions from which the
message decoder calculates the error syndrome to be used for error detec -
tion as well as generates candidate burst error patterns in the case of a non-
sero error syndrome. me garble sensing capability of the DABS reply
processor is intended to provide to the message decoder an indication of
which demodulated bits are most likely to be in error as a result of garbling.
This is accomplished by the demodulator Ou@u~~g a bi~ry s equenc.e Of con-
fidence indications, one for each bit decision, to indicate ‘highr or ‘low1 con-
fidence in the bit decisions.

Burst error correction is then accomplished by comparing each calcu-
lated 24-bit error pattern with the confidence bits corre spending to the location
of the error pattern. ~enever a burst error pattern, calcdated for a par-
ticular burst location, indicates errors ody in bits that have been flagged as
I1ow! confidence, then that error pattern in that location is assumed to be the
one causing the nonzero syndrome. The 24-bit span of”the bit decision
sequence, corresponding to the error burst location, is then changed in
accordance with this error pattern, the burst error location search is ter-
minated, and the corrected sequence is output by the decoder as the decoded
dowdink message. me code properties assure that any single error burst
pattern spanning a maximum of 24 bits in the bit decision sequence, in which
all bits in error are flagged as ~owi confidence bit decisions, can be correc-
ted by this technique. ~ny more bits than those in error can be flagged as
Ilow! confidence without disrupting the decoding s theme. ~us, the garble
sensing capability must flag ody actual bit errors as llow1 confidence bit
decisions with high reliability, due to the fact that tke decoder is qui$ in-
sensitive to falsely flagging correct bit decision as ‘low! confidence.

h summary, since a 1- MHz dowdink data rate implies that 24 bits
span 24 psec, the error pattern caused by a garbling ATCRBS reply of 20.75
psec cannot span more than 24 bits, consequently the burst error correction
capability of the DABS code can be used to provide immunity to garble by a
single ATCRBS reply. The error correction capability is contingent on
realizing very reliable flagging of bit decision errors as ‘low! confidence bit
decisions. E an error is utiagged or an error pattern that spans more than

* 24 bits is encountered, the decoder will attempt to correct a 24-bit burst,
and this may resdt in (1 ) ~lnding no error pattern that matches the confidence

*A detailed description of the DABS downlink message decodtig system is
presented in Ref. 21.



bit sequence, and (2) finding a 24-bit error pattern that does retch the con-
fidence bit sequence, resulting in a burst correction and acceptance of an
incorrect message. The probability of ftiding a correctable burst error pat-
tern under the preceding conditions is related to the number of bits Alsely
flagged as !1owI confidence. The exact relationship between accepting
incorrect “downltik messages and the “garble sensing circuit performance in
real channel conditions is still mder investigation. Simulation resdts for
the error correction system will be presented in Section 3.5.2.

3.4 Preamble Design

DABS reply data block processing requires, at a minimum, early
recognition of a reply and acquisition of bit timing. ~us, the functions to be
realized by a preamble waveform at the start of each DABS reply are (1 )
reliable detection, and (2) reply parameter estimation in heavy ATCRBS fruit
levels. The parameter estimates of interest are TOA for target range de-
termination and bit synchronization, and reply amplitude and monopuls e (off -
boresight) angle estimates to be used as reference levels by the data block
processor. Only the TOA estimation performance will be considered here,
whereas the amplitude and monopulse reference extraction from the preamble
are not used by the first generation DABS reply processor. However, more
advanced DABS reply processing techniques, which use these parameter esti-
mates, have been investigated in order to better understand the fundamental
limits on DABS dowdink performance. Such advanced processing techniques
can achieve better performance in hea~ RFI than the first generation reply
processor; they may be of real interest at some time in the future.

The preamble waveform should, of course, be constrained to use
the same basic pulse format employed in the reply data block, basically a
2-MHz PAM -RNZ format. A number of pulses should be provided to allow
reliable detection. Pulse edge detection should be the basic method of TOA
determination to be compatible with ATCRBS processing techniques. De -
termination of pulse TOA by the trailing edge detection in the ATCRBS re -
ply processing has been determined to be much less accurate because of
multipath, pulse stretching in the receiver, pulse width variations caused
by the modulator/transmitter, etc. It was thus e stablished as a ground
rule in preamble processing that only pulse leading edges would be used
to determine TOA. Thus, the preamble design problem can be stated brief-
ly for the purposes of this report as the search for a 2-MHz PAM-NRZ
waveforms with the number and spacings of the pulses chosen for reliable
detection (recognition) and low false abrm probability, and accurate TOA
determination* in heavy ‘RFI environments composed of ATCRBS fruit and
TACAN pulses. The preamble waveform should be kept as short as pos -
sible, consistent with these requirements, and should also provide a time
interval after the last preamble pulse for processing time to initialize the
data block processor.

‘XTO within approximately t 200 nsec for adequate bit synchronization and
monopulse sampling.
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3. 4.1 Preamble Candidates

The simplest and shortest preamble possible would be a two-pulse
preamble that could be uniquely recognized on the basis of the leading edge
spacing of the pulses. However, such a waveform is very vulnerable to
garble by ATCRBS fruit since both pulse leading edges must be received in
the clear to recognize this preamble and extract TOA.

A number of four-pulse preamble designs were considered in some
detail, where the waveform structures were designed for proces sing as two
pulse pairs. These preamble candidates are illustrated in Fig. 3-7. In
order to compare performance achievable by each of these candidate pre-
ambles, the following ground rules for preamble processing must be defined.

1. Detection is based on sufficient energy detected within the four
pulse intervals, the exact amount of energy required to declare
individual pulses being set by an adjustable threshold.

2. Pulses with clear leading edges are recognized, and preamble
declaration also requires at least two of the four pulses to
have clear leading edges with proper spacing.

Digital implementation of this type of preamble detection circuit for
preamble candidate 1 is presented in Fig. 3-8. The processing takes place
in two stages. %lse processing determines when sufficient energy is
detected in O. 5 -~sec intervals (compared to a threshold k) to announce a
pulse present (output on lead P) and also simultaneously flags these detected
pulses to denote whether or not a clear leading edge was detected for each
(parallel output on lead L). A stage of video processing was assumed to
produce the sampled binary) video representation that was input to this pre -
amble detector. The second stage of processing consists of two shift regis -
te rs (for the P and L outputs), which are tapped to check pulse locations and
leading edge spacing. The circuit details the six ways in which two clear
leading edges out of four pulses can occur; any of these six combinations
will be recognized by the circuit and result in the declaration of a preamble.
This particular digital circuit was designed to operate at a 10 -MHz clock
rate, but the same principles of operation obviously apply to any other clock
rate.

3. 4.2 Preamble Performance

The basic detection/false performance for the preceding class of
preamble detectors was investigated by digital computer simulation for all
four preamble candidates. The simulated processor includes ATCRBS
(interfering) and DABS waveforms, which have been filtered by a second-
order IF bandpass filter, envelope detected to produce video waveforms,
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video processed to do pulse leading and trailing edge detection (based on slope
changes of the video signal), and sampled to produce the bimry data stream
input to the preamble detector. The clock rate used in the dig~l processing
was 20 MHz.

Detection/false alarm probabilities are indicated in Fig. 3-9 for all
four candidate preambles. Detection probability (PD ) was evaluated with a
single ATCRBS reply with all (14) pulses present garbling the preamble and
with the same signal level as the preamble (SNR = 20 dB and SIR = O dB).
False alarm probability (PF) was evaluated with two ATCRBS replies over-
lapping and all 14 pulses present in each. The parameter Y denotes the
fraction of a pulse that must be present to declare a pulse and is related to
the pulse detection threshold parameter k in the circuit of Fig. 3-8. Of the
four preamble candidates studied, preamble 1 displays significantly better
performance than the others; cons equently only this waveform was inve sti -
gated in more detail to determine if other aspects of performance were
adequate.

Both detection and TOA estimation accuracy are of interest in eval-
uating the DABS preamble performance. Figure 3-10 illustrates detection
and TOA performance for situations when one and two ATCRBS replies are
garbling the preamble. k Fig. 3-10, PT(T ) denotes the probability Of de-
tecting the preamble and also obtaining a TOA estimate within ~ T nsec of the
true TOA. Curves of PD, independent of TOA accuracy, are also presented
in the plots for reference. The interference carrier frequency is assumed to
be the same as that of the preamble. Detection and TOA performance, for
the case when the A TCRBS interfering reply has a frequency that differs from
that of the DABS preamble by 2 MHz, is illustrated in Fig. 3-11.

Preamble detection, and TOA and amplitude estimation performance
are illustrated as a function of SNR for the selected DABS preamble in Fig.
3-12, where PA (a ) denotes the probability Of the cOmpound event Of (1 ) Pre -
amble detection, (2) TOA estimate within * 10o nsec Of true TOA, and (3)
an amplitude estimate within ~ a dB of true received amplitide.

In conclusion, it appears that preamble format 1 can provide adequate
detection and TOA performance with rather straightforward proces sing cir -
cuitr y. Thus, this preamble waveform was adopted for the DABS downlink
design.

3.5 Downlink Performance Estimates

Tentative de sign choices for the DABS reply preamble, data modula-
tion, and error correction coding were all made on the basis of providing
good immunity to ATCRBS fruit garbles. b fact, the underlying ground rule
in the downlink design was to provide complete immunity to a single ATCRBS
fruit reply garbling a DABS reply; the performance estimates presented thus
far have all represented specified garble conditions. It remains to provide
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some estimate of how well each phase of DABS reply processing works in
an ATCRB5 fruit environment, which will determine the rebtive frequency
of various garble conditiws.

3. 5.1 Performance Bounds

An analytical technique has been developed to calculate a lower bound
on preamble performance in an ATCRBS fruit environment [Ref. 22]. The
technique calculates the probability of successfully detecting and declaring

a preamble (i.e. ) withfi + 100 nsec Of tie actual TOA) fOr the wOrst case
fruit arrival distribution under the constraint of a given average fruit rate.
The performance bound is indicated in Fig. 3-13 fOr a 20 -dB SNR, and an
INR greater than 10 dB for all fruit replies. The preamble performance
will be no worse than indicated in this fi~re for any fruit arrival statistics
whatsoever (for a given average arrival rate).

The performance bounding technique has also been applied to data
blOck processing. Message dec Oding performance under given garble con-
ditions was first obtained by computer simulation. The probability of cor -
rectly decoding the entire downlink data block was determined in this
simulation for as many as eight ATCRBS replies overlapping the data block;
these data are presented in Table 3-1 for reply processing with and without
error correction. The results were then used to determine a lower bound
on correctly decoding the received data block when error correction is
accomplished and when it is not accomplished (i. e., the demodulated data
is simply che eked for errors but no attempt is made to correct error
bursts). The fruit was assumed to be 90% side lobe and 10% main lobe fruit
(which affects the distribution of S~). Fi~re 3-14 is an example of the
probability of correctly decoding a DABS reply with and without the burst
error correction capability as a function of “effective fruit rate, “ which is
the average arrival rate of fruit exceeding a signal level at which fruit
garbles re suit in demodulation errors.

TABLE 3-1
SWULATION RESULTS FOR THE PROBABIL~Ty OF

CORRECT DATA BLOCK DECOD~G

No. of overkps: 1 23 45 678

With error correction: 1.0 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.76 0. 6Z 0..50

Without error correction: 0.91 0.74 0.62 0.29 0.22 — — —

<c
For 90 y, side lobe fruit, and 10 Y, mainbeam fruit.
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The performance bounds indicate that both the preamble detection
probability and the correct data block decoding probability exceed 0.90 at
10,000 fruit per second and exceed 0.83 at 20,000 fmit per second. An
upper bound on missed reply probability is just tie sum of the missed
preamble probability and the incorrect data block decoding probability.
This results ina lower bound to the overall probability of successful re -
ply processing of 0.08 in 10,000 fruit per second, and 0.66 in 20,000
fruit per second.

3. 5.2 Reply Processor Simulation Studies

A general DABS reply processor simulation program has been
written to provide more preciqe estimates of performance in controlled
ATCRBS garble conditions. The sfiulatiOn prOgram includes:

. Gneration of waveforms at IF to produce true envelope varia-
tions for garbling, phase incoherent pulses

. IF filtering

. Log detection to produce video waveforms

. A video pulse quantization circuit to detect leading edges and
produce binary sampled data stream

. A preamble detection circuit providing bit synchronization

. A PPM demodulator circuit that compares relative amplitide of
a s,ingle video signal sample for each PPM pulse position

. @nerationof confidence bits based on the presence of energy
above MTL in both PPM pulse positions, and also on a sidelobe
pulse discrimination (by comparison of signal levels received
on the mainbeam and omni antennas)

. ATCRBS fruit model for typical traffic distribution, transponder
characteristics, and antenna patterns

. DABS reply SNR based on uniform range distribution for DABS
targets from O to 170 nmi

Some results obtained from this simulation program are presented
in Table 3-2 for three and six ATCRBS replies that overlap some part of
the DABS preamble or data block (Or both). The last fOur rOws Of entries
in the table are for fixed DABS SNR of 15 dB and 30 dB. The results (es -
pecially the last four rows) clearly indicate that a significant degree of
immunity to ATCRBS fruit has been achieved by the downlink signal format
and reply processing.
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The translation of fiese simdation resdts into overall dodink
performance in a specified fruit environment is not straightforward. me
method for translation is to assume that the probability of successfully pro-
cessing a DABS reply, given n garbling ATCRBS fruit replies, is a mono-
tone decreasing func~lon of n. .Then the probability of “success, “ given one,
two or three garbling fruit, can be lower bounded by that determined from
the simulation for three garbling fruit. Similarly, the probability of “success: !‘
given four, five or S* garbling fruit, can be Iowe r bounded by the simulation
resdts for six garbling fruit. ~is type of bound has been evaluated for
Poisson fruit arrival statistics, with some of “We details of the calculations
in Table 3-3. The reedts are considerably more optimistic than the mdti-
plied lower bounds on calculated preamble and data block decoding success
probabilities given above.
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TABLE 3-3

OVERALL DABS REPLY PROCESSOR SUCCESS PROBABILITY
ATCRBS FRUIT BASED ON SIMULATION RESULTS

m

Poisson Fruit Rate

10, 000 per 20, 000 per
second second

P~Ob. of no fruit arrivals in TG* O. 423 0.179

Prob. Of 1, 2 or 3 fruit arrivals in ‘G O. 565 0.725

PrOb. Of 4, 5 or 6 fruit arrivals in TG 0.012 0.094

Prob. of “success, “ given no fruit garbles 1.0 1.0

Prob. of “success, “ given 3 fruit garbles~ O. 847 0.847

Prob. of “success, “ given 6 fruit garbles~ 0.697 0.697

Ove rail probability of reply processor 0.910 0.859
success

“TG denotes the time window in which fruit arrivals wou3d result in garbles,
which, in this case is 64 psec for the DABS reply, and 22 psec for the
ATCRBS fruit reply, or a total TG = 86 Msec.

‘The simdation results for 15 dB SNR are used here (cases 7 and 8 from
Table 3- 2).
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4.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

DABS has been designed to operate on the ATCRBS frequencies of
1030 and 1090 wz. The use of these frequencies demanded care~ stody
of the effects of DABS on A TGRBS functioning, and @iloring the DABS dee ign
to operate satisfactorily in the RFI environment produced by ATCRBS and
TACAN. The DABS link design will result in greater reliability and accuracy
of surveillance than that achieved by the ATCRBS link: this will be accom-
plished with significantly less effect on the A TCRBS system than an ATCRBS
sensor now produces, i. e. , lower channel occupancy and lower suppression
time for ATCRBS transponders. ti addition to the surveti~nce function,
DABS will deliver critical uplink messages with very high reliability and
extremely low probability of displaying messages that contain errors. All
these features have been engineered with avionics cost cons ideration fore-
most in mind, and it appears realistic to eqect a DABS transponder to cost
approximately 1. 5 times the cost of an ATCRBS transponder.

The DABS uplink design was driven by the time constraint of trans -
mitting uplink m es sages tiring the suppression Werval of A TCRBS tran-
sponders. Although the effect of DABS sensor suppression of ATCRBS
transponders is appreciable, it is predictable; the effect that DABS will have
on the ATCRBS uplink can therefore be bounded. Among simple binary
moddation s themes dictated by transponder cost constraints, there are no
ultra -low cost solutions. The selection of DPSK modulation is decided on
the basis of its significant performance advantages in noise and interference
with an insignificant cost ticrement over other moddation candidates. The
conservative view of maximizing the uplink reliability in an interference
environment was taken in the case of the uplink because of the difficulty of
changing transponder Specifications to upgrade perfortince h the future.
Thus, the ultimate uplink performance that one would ever expect to need
must be specified in the initial system specification. Measurements of
DABS upli~ reliability in the heaviest ATCRBS interference environments
of the east” and west coasts of the United States verify that DABS will indeed
operate efficiently, fius minimizing channel occupancy and reinterrogation..

The DABS dotiink design was driven strongly by transponder trans -
mitter cost considerations. Even in modest ATCRBS fruit environments,
garbling of DABS replies by fruit will occur very frequently, dictating the
need for a high degree of immunity to such titer ference for an efficient link
design. Immunity has been attained by using the low-cost A TCRBS transpon-
der transmitter to generate a binary PPM format, which is considerably
more immune to ATCRBS reply pulse trains than an ordinary PAM format.
b addition, use of the uplink parity check code on the dowtiink provides
additional immunity to A TCRBS fruit by allowing correction of erasure bursts
spanning up to 24 psec. The DABS reply charnel occupancy in time (per
target ) is less than that of A.TCRBS,, thus mitigating DABS effects on both
ATCRBS and TACAN equipment.



The DABS ltik performance is currentiy bekg verified at tie DABS
Experimen~l FacUity (DABSEF), MT, Lincoln Laboratory, Lexington,
mss. Nthough the environment at DABSEF is rather benign, difficdt
interference conditions are being s imdated w~e real transponders ,and
hardware reply processor designs are being tested. The resdts are not
complete, but avaflable data, ti date, indicate that the link performance
estimates presented in the earlier chapters are realistic.
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